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Dean窓加わ$$螺e
DEAR AしUMNI AND FR音ENDS′
in the spring lSSue Of
lmpressions we shared
an overview ofthe Applied
Strategic Plaming (ASP)
Process our Sch○○l under-
Went during the deveiop-
ment stage of our Applied
Strategic Pian, With the
SUPPOrt Of President
Brown, University Provost
and Chief Academic
Officer 」ean R, Morrison′
and Medical Campus
Provost Karen Antman,
there is palpabie excite-
ment and energy through○
○utthe Schooi as wework
together to impiement
the ASP」 am pleased
togive you an update of
OUr PrOgreSS tO date.
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丁he ASP pIaming process estabiished the
fo=owing goals:
・ Design and construct a new fac冊y that
SuPPOrtS Ou「 mission
" Provide exce=ence in lifeiong dentai education
and schoia「ship
" Promote continual scientific discovery and
SCholarship th「ough outstanding basic, CiinicaI
and transiationaI resea「ch
. Pe「form outstanding community service and
insp葵re Civic engagement
" Provide outstanding oral health care to the
local′ nationa看, and globa看communities
" Sustain an environment of mutual respect and
a strong sense of community and ownership
" Sustain and improve our financial heaith in
SuPPOrt Of our mission
" Rec「u t, deve!op, and retain excelient and
divers  faculty and staff
" Provide excel!ent supportive and career-
enhanc!ng SerVices to our students th「oughout
thei「 careers
' Recruit and en「o= an exceIlent and diverse
Student body
Each ofthesegoaIs has been assigned a
“Goal Champion′’to ensure that the supporting
Objectives and integrated action pians are imple-
ment d on scheduIe. These Goal Champions,
along with othe「 senior administrators, COmPrise
the “implementation Team’’led by Associate
Dean of Strategic lnitiatives Dr. Pauia K,
Friedman.
ln 」uiy, the Office ofthe Dean welcomed
Mr, Gurjinder G用(known as “G=i’′) as senior
PrOject manage「, Aiong with Dr, Friedman′ Gi=
Wiii be working c看oseiywith meto impIement
the Applied Strategic PIan, Since his arrivai,
G川has been meetingwith each ofthe GoaI
Champions to fu=y understand their goals and
「oies at the Schoo上
Dr, Ceieste Kongand Dr, 」ohn Guarente
COntinue to serve as co-Chairs of the App=ed
Strategic Plaming Committee and w紺piay
an integral roie in successfully imPlementing
theASP. Dr. Bob FrazerofR, L Frazerand
Associates-the consuiting firm that fac冊ated
the ASP process at GSDM-has been retained
to assist as impiementation begins in eamest,
丁he entire GSDM community has been enthu-
Siasticaiiy working to impiemen=ntegrated Action
Plans (lAPs) as we go forward in accompiishing
the objectives for our ASP goais. Aithough the
IAPs aretoo numerousto list here′ l do wantto
Sha「e some significant achievements to date:
. A Staff Forum has been estabiished to aiiow fo「
discussion of issues of concern among the staff
and to implement and maintain a formal system
Of two-Way COmmunication with the Executive
Board, This is an important step in support of
an environment of mutual respect and a strong
SenSe Of community and owne「ship,
. A stee…g COmmittee has been working with
the architectu「a獲firm SmithGroup to analyze
existing space and u輔zation, understand
future direction and needs′ deveiop and present
SeVerai fac冊y solution options, and develop a
Fac冊y Master Plan fo「 the Schooi,
. We have engaged Huron ConsuIting Group to
deve看op a financial modei to forecast the finan-
Ci i implications of the Fac描ty Master Plan′
Which-along wi h the financiai mode看-WⅢ be
PreSented to President Brown later this fail○
○ 1n December 2010 a cu「riculum summit was
heId to review the DMD cur「iculum in iight of
Ou「 gOa! to provide exce=ence in Iifelong dental
education and scholarship, Significant efforts
are now under wayto revise the curriculum to
SuPPO「t a g「OuP PraCtice model that wiil be the
framework f r didactic and clinicai education;
a number of changes have ai「eady been insti-
tuted for th  2O「「-2012 academic year,
l am very pieased with our progress and
momentum, We a「e laying the foundation for
what w用be the transformation of our Schooi,
i commend our students, Staff, and faculty for a=
oftheirhardworkand lthankoura看umniwho
have participated in each step of this process"
l am grateful foryour support and l knowtha口
Can COunt On yOu aSWetake each steptoward
becoming the premier center of exceiience in
orai hea冊education, reSearCh′ and patient care.
SincereIy,
少し腸
」EFFREY W. HU丁TER, Dean
eWS鵡B韮ef
勧めe N%mbe篤
40I234
揮塊鏡壁や謝琵灘蓮の軒の弼醍野鶴篤聾態のの維漸塊醒
朝粥篤郎昔騨飛罵篤強堅塊甘藍齢輔違馳粥撞袋のの甥
2′081屯ns
鳴譲粥顕篤の輔弼鞘脚部弟
与蕪辞丁nの帯革軸彊鯛触霊堅強慣用駐経緯帯革簿酸監弼苛塊蛙鴛の醐彊甘酢簿黛の鞘舶甘藍弼輔弼灘彊醍韻の押W髄鞘撞龍簿飽聴撞GSD肌AしU州S
喜一へi
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熊襲離乳News態Brief
●●　　　　●●▼
躍輔弼の艶醒籠軋苗穂
Undertaken to replace the
aging electronic inf「ast「uctu「e
Of BU’s business systems with
a new business enterprise sys-
tem known as SAP (Systems
Appiications and Products),
BUworks went live on 」u看y 「,
A Unive「sity business transfor-
mation effort that is creating
a modem, integrated systems
infrastructure to support efficient
business processes, the project’s
aim is to create a core eiect「onic
SyStem that fuifⅢs BU’s cu「rent
business needs whiIe being fIexi-
ble enough to serve the University
for years to come, BUworks’
two main areas of emphasis are
updating major business softwa「e
SyStemS and the organization’s
business processes,
SAP is an Ente「prise Resource
Pianning (ERP) business software
that is designed to integ「ate func-
tions across an organization into a
Singie computer system, BUwo「ks
Wi旧mpiement an ERP package
to repiace its 25-year-Old Walke「
financial system′ introduce an
integrated human resou「ces
information system, and provide
PrOCu「e-tO-Pay CaPab皿ies,
Based in Germany′ SAP is one
Of the world’s ieading so什ware
COmPanies and one of the largest
Se=ers of business softwa「e to
universities and resea「ch institu-
tions, 1n Aprii 20O9, fo=owing two
years of resea「ch, the University
Selected SAP to provide ente「-
PrlSe reSOurCe Piam看ng SOftware
that wi= be the digitai engine for
Boston University, Major highe「
education SAP impIementations
inciude Purdue University, the
University of Kentucky, Duke
Unive「sity, and MiT,
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醗親醒掴崖弼馴醗艶鼎蝿観鵡躍醍躍軸藍醐酷語調糧簿謹轡輔弼艶醇藍醐難躍塞
彊瓢簿鞘醗彊醜態弼藍酸馨彊醍漸騰彊灘覿締緯醗醸
During a speciai ceremony on May 3, Registrar and Di「ector of Enro=ment Services Eiizabeth
Bouhmadouche was one ofjust th「ee peopIe at BU to receive the 」ohn S. Perkins Distinguished
Service Award from the Boston University Facuity Councii,丁his award honors members of the
BU community who have served the University with g「eat distinction and have made important
COntributions toward the goais of BU.
′‘Beth is a pi=ar ofthe GSDM community,’′ said Dean 」effrey W Hutter∴‘i know i speakfor
the entire SchooI when i congratuiate her on receiving this weiLdeserved honor,’’
Bouhmadouche eamed a bacheior’s in psychoiogy from Bridgewater State Coiiege and a
maste「’s in urban affairs from BU’s Metropoiitan Co=ege, Shejoined the staff of GSDM in 1980
as an admissions cierk. in 1984′ She was promoted to post-doctorai admissions coordinator
and in 1988′ registrar鵜a POSition she heid untii 2002, When the scope of her responsib冊ies
increased and her titie was changed to registrar and director of enroiiment services.
Bouhmadouche is a member of both the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers and the New Engiand Association of CoIIegiate Registrars and Admissions
Officers. She has served on numerous committees within the Dentai Schooi and the University
and was the first recipient ofthe Henry M, Goidman Distinguished Service Award in 1996.
Read more about Bouhmadouche and the other Perkins Award wimers in Rich Barlow’s
BUわdoy articie, Visit www.bu。edu/today and search for Perkins,臆
錦醸醐脂艶の弼霊問の霊昔悪霊醍醐醜聞の酷
評の醍醗酵箇鐘醍藍鐘の酷常鐘昔の輔昔藍
Associate Professor and Director of Minority
Affairs Dr, Gregory Stoute marked his last
day at GSDM this winter with a fareweil party
hosted by Admissions. Featuring cake and
brimmlng With camaraderie, the party cei-
ebrated Dr. Stoute’s nine years at GSDM.
Assistant Dean fo「 Admissions Catherine
Sarkis presented Dr" Stoute with a piaque and
Othergifts. “On behaif ofthe Schooi, i’d iike to
thank Dr, Stoute fo「 his service and his friend-
Ship,′’said Sarkis" llWe truly appreciate his con-
tributions in admissions, reC「uiting, mentOring,
advising, and educating students:’
Dr" Stoute has had a profoundiy positive
impact on the students of GSDM since he
」Oined the facuity in 2002; he has been active
With various student organizations′ inciuding
the GSDM chapters ofASDA, VSDA, and
SNDA′ Where he served as faculty adviso「,
His exceiient work has certainiy not been
iimited to the Schooi. ln 2005, Dr. (a,k,a,
Coionei) Stoute was depIoyed to lraq as
Commande「 of the 455th Medicai Company,
a United States Army Reserve unit out of
Devens′ Massachusetts, ln northem lraq, he
WOrked as the officer-in-Charge of the Logistics
Supported Area (」SA) at Anaconda Dental
Ciinic-the iargest dental clinic in lraq-located
at Baiad Airbase, ln 2009, backon U,S,SOii, he
WaS aPPOinted to a five-yearterm On the Board
Of Registrat on n Dentist「y by Govemor DevaI
L, Patrick, Ai o that year he was named the
2009 ADEA/Sunstar Americas, lnc,/Harry W.
Br ce, 」r・ L gisiative Fe=ow, in this public po=cy
POSt, Dr. Stoute functioned as a staff mem-
ber in the ADEA Cente「 for Public Policy and
Adv cacy (CPPA), Part Of the ADEA central
Office in Washington, D.C,, for a three置mOnth
term, n 2010, he and recent graduate Esthe「
Lim DMD lO trav led to 」amaica with the
」amaica Awareness Association of Califomia
to provide orai health outreach. Dr. Lim ieamed
a great deai on this outreach mission and
避誌醗鱒軸鍋官幣醗k規範鱒兜露出斬
蛾兜軽のe姪駐独韮舘轟地髄㊧艶藍の蓮台牒醜
貌醒即流烏龍息鉦の地租篭城艶の唖鴨
轍鮒車軸畢蝿軸互醜租翁蟹馳配醜貌鞘謳難
錘龍の舗艶斑灘㊨離鑓艦の醜亜離幣箆
U轟聴盛観謹聴悪鮎軸y醍鰭照籠馳龍の唖雷
電韮輔弼の珊霞,灘袋麿鼠艶詭瑚観睨艶
Credits Dr" Stoute with encouraging her to
Participate; She is one of severai students who
have accompanied Dr, Stoute on oral heaith
OutreaCh missions in recent years.
Dr, Stou e has aiso served on numerous
COmmittees and counciIs at GSDM, inciud-
ing he DMD l and DMD =AS i Promotions
C mmittees, GSDM “Student Quaiity of Life’’
Committee, and the Dean’s Councii on Ethics
and Professionaiism○ ○utside of GSDM, he has
been extremeIy active on committees within
HRSA′ A EA′ ADA, and NDA, Where he served
as president in 2002,
‘’Dr, Gregory Stoute has been an incredibie
role modeI for ourstudents, His work both at
the School and in the large「 dental community
川ustrates the scope of opportunities available
to de tai graduates, He w用be soreiy missed,
but on behaifofthe entire GSDM community′
i wish himthe bestofiuckin this nextchapter
Of his personai and professiona川fe,’’said Dean
」effrey W, Hutter.漢
鋪燭圧服経
緯の且態弼
醒増野輔鵠
蛾の横軸臆軸の
躍騰鞘購珊聴
GSDM students,
facuIty′ Staff′ aiumni′
family, f「iends, and
SPOnSOrS tu「ned
Out fo「 the Second
AnnuaI ASDA
Golf Tou「nament
On May7atthe
Norwood Country
Ciub in Norwood′
Massachusetts,丁his
year the participants
had to wo「k around
rain′ thunde「, and
lightning, but sti=
managed to have a
fantastic time,
B「ian Musselman
DMD 「「 won the put-
ting contest; AadiI
Shamji DMD 13 was
SeCOnd runner-uP,
They both rec ived
tickets behind home
Piate to see the Red
Sox play the next day,
丁he othe「 contests
had to be canceI看ed
due to the inclement
Weather, SO instead
the prizes we「e raffled
Off′ including a range
Ofgolf suppiies and
gift certificates,
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鮎謡曲鵡僅I News麓Brief
錨籠輔難鞘地籍唖鰭擬の勃起
範距離田並の常の駐鮎醜態地軸
ミグ
This summe「′ GSDM teamed
up with Mass Senio「 Care-
Which represents 8O to 9O
PerCent Of the nursing homes
in Massachusetts-tO bring a semina「
series on senior o「al hea看th ca「e to
nursing home staff th「oughout the state,
丁he program′ Ca11ed ’’Oral Health &
Ove「al菓Heaithこ1t’s a Two-Way Street.’’
hit Northampton′ Peabody′ Randoiph,
and MarIborough from 」uly 21 through
August 2,
Associate Dean for St「ategic Initiatives
and Di「ector of the Geriatric Dentistry
P「ogram Dr。 Paula K, Friedman is the
Principai investigato「 of the DentaQuest
Foundation grant that funded the
PrOgram"
Assistant Dean of Students and
Director of Dental Medicine at Hebrew
Rehab冊ation Center Dr, 」oseph
Calab「ese spoke at the se「ies a看ong
with Dr, Friedman,
.1Our goal was to educate key stake-
hoiders about the importance of o「al
health′ the necessity of complying with
State and federa看reguiations fo「 nu「s-
ing home licensure′ and to show how to
make the programs work financia=y′’’
Dr, Friedman said,
Organizers say there are many factors
making access to o「al heaith care
difficult for nursing home residents′
inciuding:
. di田culty getting dentists to faciiities
" POOr reimbu「sement rates
" misunderstanding of the need for o「al
heaith ⊂a「e
“Nursing home residents are an invisible
POPulation and denta○○y underserved′’′
D「, Friedman added, “We hope that this
P「Ogram Wi= make a diffe「ence in the
quality of iife for ou「 medica○○y and cog-
nitive看y compiex elde「s,′′臆
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醐匿丁鬼弼謬謹米語配e臣隻脂轍鮒配置霊草の醍臣雷醐醜聞閑話
臣醍醐G〇円の閑居醜野瞳の酷豊潤旧聞の醸臣朝平常
Boston University scientists say that moderate da=y exercise and dietary cont「ol
might reverse immune dysfunctions found in people with obesity"
Overeating and a sedentary ‖festyie are weIi-known risk factors for obesity′
which is linked to hypertension′ heart disease, diabetes, gUm disease′ Certain
cancers, and asthma,
Research has suggested that a change in immune function
is a predecessor to訓these diseases, and GSDM researchers
have p「eviousiy shown that obesity causes immune defects
that make it hard to fight infection,
Untii now′ Iittie was known about how diet and exercise
affect immunity in obese peopie,
Moderate da=y exercise and dietary control dramaticaIIy
restored immune function in mice○ ○bese mice saw damaged
cytokines-Signa冊g molecuies that heIp immune ce=s talk to
each other鵜rePaired and an improved ab冊y to fight gum dis-
ease as measured by bone loss事
1I丁he study underscores the necessity to correct two
important factors in obesity-diet and exercise-tO improve
markers of immune dysfunction and bone loss′’’says senior
author and GSDM Center fo「 Ant口nfIammatory Therapeutics
Director Dr, Saiomon Amar, “丁he correction of one factor only
may not lead to any tangibie changes"′’
丁he study, ’‘Signaiing Mechanisms in the Restoration of
impaired lmmune Function Due to Diet-induced Obesity′’’is a
co=aboration of Dr. Amar, Boston University Schooi of Medicine
Professor Dr, Susan Leeman, and Researcher Dr, Qingde Zhou,
丁he study appears in the Proceedings of the N。tionoI Acodemy
of5ciences,臆
RESEARCHERS
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強彊銭馳艶油脂銭箱島田鶴間苛醍輔醍　舗惜軍憧醍讃醒麓酷篭距
慧撞醍醐態藍昔の帯聞置悪運鞘の鋪蛙
Patient Financiai Services Manager o口nsurance & Ciaims 」acqueiine Ga=ant
retired 」une 30 after 25 years at GSDM,
G訓ant joined the staff in 1985 as a project database manager/research assis-
tant and in 199「 was promoted to data anaiyst technician/付aims administrator・
in 1994, She advanced to ciaims administrator and′ in 1997, tO benefits and claims
manager, BU Dentai Health Pian" She′s been in her c=rrent POSition since 2009.
1I n my 25 years,看have seen a lot of changes,′′ Gallant says" One example‥
lIin my position with the Boston University Dentai Health Pian i was give= the
opportunity to see progress as to how data was co看lected and stored at Boston
University" i′ve gone from a mainframe in 1985, then to a PC′ then to the cu「rent
server in 2011,′’
Priorto comingto Boston University, Sheworked as a payroII cierk in New
Bedford, Massachusetts, for five years. She has been married to he「 husband,
Edward GaIiant, Since 1968; they have three ch冊ren, Her daughters, Christina and
Cynthia, are graduates of Boston Unive「sity" ll丁his has been a great achievement
for both my husband and me,’′ she says.臆
辱蒔配のの削醐鑑識塊鑑醗
酵語間聞出醐醜聞晒艦開聞帽醍醐胤鞘騰勢酢湖韻牒鏑醍醐国粥彊醍鏡舘醗
‘’l saw my first patient, Phi上On February 2′ 「99「,’’says hygienist,
20-year emPIoyee, and unofficiai historian of the Dentai Heaith
Center at 930 Commonwealth Avenue Ame 」ensen, ‘At that point
i was the only fuii-time hygienist臆there was one other part time-
and ourciinical space wasn′t ready so we worked temporariiy on
the seventh fioor of the Dentai Schoo上′’
Led by Director Dr. Christine Paige, the skeieton crew of original
facuity and staff members worked d出gentiy from February to 」une
Of 1991, dividing their time between seeing patients in their tempo-
rary location and doing anything and everything that was needed
to getthe new space up and running宣Ili remember doing everything
from scrubbing fumitu「e to driving out to westem Massachusetts to
get the fire permit,′′ 」ensen recails,
Sincethen, the Denta川eaith Center has come a iong way, With
an update in 2000 and a move to a new, State-Of-the-art SPaCe in
September 2008. They′ve aiso expanded their facuity and staff,
Now′ Under the Ieadership of Directo「 Dr, Margaret Errante, they
empioy 20 dentists, eight hygienists, and 16 dental assistants, along
With a iarge number of administrative staff to keep operations run-
ning smoothiy,
According to Dean 」effrey W, Hutter,
llProviding exce=ent orai heaith ca「e has
aiways been part of our mission,丁he staff
Ofthe DentaI Heaith Center piay an integraI
roie in achievingthis mission, and with the
OPening of the new state-Of-the-art faciiity
in 2008, We are abie to ensure that patient
care a=he cente「 remains second to none.’’
WhiIe the center has changed, many
Ofthe eariy patients remain, Dentai
Assistant Eudocia Reis has worked at
the centerfor ciose to 19 years, llSome
Patients came here before they were
married and now we see their kids,
’’One of my Iongt me patients got mar「ied recently,’′ adds
」ensen, ’’A  her last appointment she toid me that the night before,
She had been iooking everywhere for wedding photos to bring in。
Her husband saw this nd said, ‘l thought you we「e goingto the
dentist?’She responded, ‘l am, tO See Ame, my hygienist,′ Upon
SenSing his confusion she toid him′ ’Oh′ yOU WOn’t understand・′ As
SOOn aS I saw h rinthewa tingroom, l asked ifshe had b「ought me
any wedding photos-that’s the kind of cioseness that we have with
many of our patients.’’
Reis and Dent i As istant Soiange OIivier-anOther nearly
「9-year Vet an Of the center-Say they vaiue the co=aborative work
environment. ’’One of the grea est things about working here is that
everyone is doing their best to work with everyone eise,’’says Reis"
llWe are close not onIyto the patients, but to each other,′’Working
With so many doctors overthe years has aiso a看iowed them to meet
interesting peopie from a va「iety of cuitures,
Dr, E r nte points out tha=hose working at the centerget to
know a iarge portion of the Boston University community‥ ‘’All of
us at the D nta川ealth Center are extremeIy honored to have the
雛の輔轡の胱醜態醍艶の織豊
噌軸艶醗鵡鏑駕瀞舗蹴醜態
臨舗態講態愚瀧輔弼輔弼縄の
藍態鵡謳蓮弼臨軸輔鱈輔馳
瀞鮮麗競艇舗鸞鞘の蹴轡軸鵡甥
態饗場醗艶麗㊨雛瀧輔弼鵡鰭
輔の憩議軸罵講の酷の醒親湖底軸艶
翫漑鵡鴨の艶鑑艶の惜臨醗㊥弼
Others, We remOVed their baby teeth,
and now we’re removing thei「 wisdom
teeth. Treating the same patients fo「 many years aIiows you
to bu冊wonde「fui reIationships′ and i have so many favorite
Patients,′’she says,
Center Orai Surgeon and GSDM Associate Dean for Advanced
Education & intemational P「ograms Dr,丁homas Kiigore elaborates
On these special reiationships: ’‘Staff members are tremendously
important in providing continuity in the care of our patients at the
Dentai Heaith Center○ ○ur patients see our dentists when neces-
Sary, but they see ou「 hygienists every six months, Many of our
Patients have seen the same hygienist for decades, and for them,
that person is the heart of the center,’’
OPPOrtunity to take care of the
orai heaith needs ofthe Boston
University community, Countiess
BU empioyees and aiumni are
Patients at the center as are many
members of the generai public,
We iook forward to continuing to
PrOVide orai heaith care to these
important popuiations and to
SerVing future membe「s ofthe
BU community,’’臆
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駐S輔坤News鶴B正ef
醗酵。 』の開聞鋪購飽醍醍醐革彊
銑語幹の壁間甘藍醸蝕馨霊の観舗醍醸語艶聞
臣の醍篤郎醐彊観』語醜聞鑑舗昔隙間
In May, Dr. 」ohn Guarente was named to the newiy
Created position of associate dean for ciinicai education
at GSDM,
’’in creatingthis position, i envision that Dr,
Guarente wiil provide the ieade「ship necessary for aii
Of the administrative and supportive functions requi「ed
to successfuiiy sustain a= ofthe clinical activities in
the Schooi’s p「e- and post-doctoraI patient t「eatment
CenterS,′’Dean 」effrey W. Hutter said,
Dr. Guarente w用focus on the continuing deveIop-
ment of patient-focused comprehensive ca「e cIinicai
PrOgramS; imPrOVing Patient-management PraCtices in
O「der to increase the retention rate of patients; improv-
ing integrated management of the p「e-doctorai and
POSt-doctoral t「eatment centers; deveioping o「ganiza-
tional and repo「ting systems in a旧he Schooi’s patient
treatment centers to ensu「e enfo「cement of SchooI
POlicies′ Chair u帥zation, and other issues that pertain
to the ciinical program; reViewing student′esident
Pa「ticipation and performance within their respective
treatment centers in conjunction with program direc-
tors and department chairs; COiIaborating with respec-
tive associate/七ssistant deans, department chairs and
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PrOg「am directors to ensure coordination between
academic programs and t「eatment center needs; and
fostering creativity in the outreach and marketing
PrOgramS that wi= resuit in GSDM being recognized
as the p「emier provider of oral heaith care.
Dr. Guarentejoined GSDM in 1989 as a ciinicai
instructor in the Division of Oral Diagnosis, Radioiogy
and Orai Medicine, ln 1993′ he was appointed clinic
COOrdinator in the Division of Orai Diagnosis, RadioIogy
and Orai Medicine, and in 1997 became chairof
the Department of Diagnostic Sciences and Patient
Services, In 2006, he was named assistant dean of
Patient services and in 2007 promoted to the rank of
Ciinicai associate professor. His most recent appoint-
ment was assistant dean for pre-doctoral ciinical
education in 2009,
Dr, Guarente is a member ofthe American
Dental Education Association, the American Dentai
Association, the Massachusetts Dentai Society,
and the Nationai Society of Dentai Practitioners. He
祐互e班諦観の珊「醜鮎醜乱鎧鞭鎚噌軸e w縄
酷の轟鶴軸鱈貼離漣弼龍野輔鱒馳誼野馳珪軸
の鮎批難油壷壷繭車軸互輔誼姐過艶哩蝉陳離礁
鮎輔軸輔弼年配轟購鎧縄跳鵬鱒鱗観音y
蜜眼前証亜温雅の批難e 〔就輔詑証貌屯寵Ⅴ輔黛蔀証亜聴
続出の競竜野㊧哨輔弼細蟹缶軸鏡餅証畳賂髄軸
抽鈍色恥鍋彊e軸鎌楽曲㊧翁蛾斑拙睨㊨貰籠誼粗
SerVeS aS CO-Chair of the GSDM App=ed Strategic
Piaming Committee; aS a member ofthe DMD
Admissions Committee; the Executive Committee;
the DMD川-iV & AS li P「omotions Committee; the
Ciinicai Finance Committee; and the Qua"ty Assurance
Subcommittee; and chairs the Academic Code of
Conduct Review Boa「d and the Pre-doctoral Patient
「十eatment Center Committee,
Dr, Guarente received his DMD in 1989 from the
Boston University Henry M, Goidman Schooi of
Dentai Medicine, ln 2007, he compieted a FeIIowship
at the American Dental Education Association
Leadership lnstitute,
He has been honored with the AIpha Omega
Fratemity Dental Educator Award; the Spencer N,
Franki 「モaching Exce=ence Awa「d; the ’‘007 Awa「d’′
for Support and Dedication; Omicron Kappa Ups=on;
an  theGSDM Alumni Dean′sAward,喜
配配古田AV胃酸謹賀出藍V目開
A酷の醐甘藍抄鋸門A眼の臣
醐のし臣錨し肥A配粒錆臣虻
駐日のしの語Y
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter has appointed
Dr, David E. Levin as chair of GSDM’s
Department of Molecuiar & Ceii
Bioiogy. Dr, Levin succeeds Dr.
CarIos B, Hirschberg, Who for13
years served as professor and found-
ing chair ofthe department and
requested to step down effective May
「′ 2011 to pursue resea「ch and other
academic interests,
lll am very confident that Dr, Levin
wili continue the tradition of excei-
ience estabiished by founding Chair Dr,
Carios Hirschberg,’’said Dean Hutter.
Dr, Levin joined the Henry M,
Goidman SchooI of Dentai Medicine in 2009 as professor of moiecularand cell bioiogy,
He also hoIds a joint appointment as professor of microbioiogy at the Boston University
SchooI of Medicine,
Dr・ Levin uses yeast as a model genetic system to understand moiecuiar mechanisms
Of stress signaIing and physioIogic responses to environmental stresses川is group is
best known fortheirwork on fu=gai ceIi waii stress signaiing′ Which has impIications for
ant占ungai drug development,
Their recent discovery of a novei mechanism for cont「oi of gene expression in yeast
that is evoIutionar時conserved in humans has broad impiications fo「 therapeutic gene
Siiencing"丁hey discovered that genes expressed soleiy under certain stress conditions
a「e normaIiy maintained in a siient state by a process cailed transcriptionai attenuation,
Attenuation occu「s commoniy in bacteria, but was not known previousiy to operate in
eukaryotic ceils (those with a nucleus).
Dr- Levin received a BS in zooIogy from the Unive「sity of Massachusetts, Amherst′ and
a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Caiifomia, Berkeiey" He was a post-docto「ai
feIIow at the University of Ca旧omia, San Francisco, training with Nobe=aureate 」,
Michaei Bishop" His first facuity position was in the Biochemistry and Moiecular Bioiogy
Department at the 」ohns Hopkins BIoomberg Schooi of Public Heaith, Where he rose from
assistant p「ofessor to fuIi professor with tenure,
Dr" Levin has received numerous awards inciuding a post-docto「ai feiiowship from
the Damon Runyon-Waiter Winchell Cancer Fund′ and a 」unior Facuity Resea「ch Award
and a Senior Facuity Research Award from the American Cancer Society, He has been
funded continuousiy for the past 19 years from the Nationa=nstitute of Generai Medicai
Sciences′ NIH,
D「" 」evin and his research g「oup have published more than 50 research papers in
PreStigious joumais inciuding Ce/圧cience, Genes & Deve/opmenしPLoS Genetics, MoIecuIor
Ond Ce/lulor BioIogy Moleculor Bio/ogy of the Ce// JoumoI of Ce// Bio/ogy and Joum。/ of
BiologicoI Chemistry He has aIso pubiished invited reviews of his work on fungai ce看i
Wail st「ess signaiing in MicrobioIogy 。nd Mo/ecuIor BioIogy Reviews′ Current Opinion /n Ce/I
BioIog男JoumoI ofNIH Reseorch′ and Genetics. Dr, Levin has served as a charter member of
N旧study sections and is a member of the editoriai boards of Eukoryotic CeII and ¥乍ost,臆
鰐態輔鯛
舗撞購艶軸鎚軸のÅ醜態
An annual event sponso「ed by the
dean of the SchooI of Medicine′ A「t
Days 2O「「 was held on March 28 and
29 in the Hiebertしounge, GSDM had
a strong showing this year, With mui-
tiple submissions f「om students′ Staff′
and faculty,
1n addition to submitting his poetry to
the exhibition, One eVening Dr, Daniel
Moran also read it aloud, Students′ fac-
ulty′ and sta什hea「d him read 18 poems
and discuss the experiences and events
that have inspired his writing,
’’S me ne onc  said that hearing a
POem is like iistening ln On a POet
having a conve「sation with himself′’“
Dr, Mo「an s i ,
He has autho「ed eight co=ections
Of poet「y′ tWO Ofwhich are in
t「anslation, and was poet laureate
Of Suffolk County, New York, from
200与to 2007,
SUB棚晦引ON$嗣C」UB巨D:
Manager of Patient Reiations &
ClinicaI漢nstructor Dr, Spandana
Arvapali: Photogrophy
Susan Balou! OR丁HO O9′ 11こ
Pointing 。nd h。ndm。de purse
Mark Cipo=a DMD 12: Pho亡ogr。phy
Shivali Gohel DMD 12: PenciI
sketches
Yamini Gupta DMD l「: J welry
Rohit 」 me  DMD 12: Gr。phite
sketches
Clinical Assistant P「ofessor
Dr, Daniel M ran: Poeでry
Poutan Shahrokh DMD 13: PoetIγ
Nisha Sundaragopal DMD 11:
Oi/ on c。nV。S 。S Wel/ os poper molding
On C。nV。S SCulpted with 。Cry/ic teeth
On  。Iuminum佃〃
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強記日賦A弼酷の醒臣開聞閉脚鞘牒謹霊聞登臨蝕憩語触霊
酬S刊開運弼国霊弼彊醸鐘観語間制帽帯
After 39 years at GSDM, 23 as professor and chair ofthe Department of
Pe「iodontoiogy & OraI Bioiogy′ Dr" Frank Oppenheim has stepped down as chair
effective 」une 30, 2011′ tO PurSue reSea「Ch and other academic interests" in recog-
nition of Dr○ ○ppenheim′s outstanding service to GSDM′ Dean 」effrey W" Hutter
appointed him the first Henry M" Goidman Distinguished Scientist as of」uly 「-
丁he Henry M. GoIdman Distinguished Scientist is a titie and set of responsibiii-
ties conferred to recognize individuais who, fo「 at ieast 20 years’have pe「formed at
the highest ievei academicaliy and in research′ have displayed ieadership in scien-
tific inquiry, and have attained and demo=Strated excelience in the profession wh出e
at GSDM, “Dr. Oppenheim has achieved this status over manyyears of dedicated
scholariy endeav〇㌦ and i am truIy pieased to bestow him with this honor” Dean
Hutter said,
Dr○ ○ppenheim originaliy 」Oined
Boston MedicaI Center after hoIding
facuity positions at Harvard Unive「sity
SchooI of DentaI Medicine and Forsyth
institute.
He is intemationa=y known as a perio-
dontist and scientist in orai medicine and
has made severai discove「ies which have
contributed significantIy to our under-
standing of host defense mechanisms in
the orai cavity. These studies are based
on work focusing on saIiva「y proteins and
their inte「actions with soft and ha「d tis-
sues, He has eamed many awards′ SuCh
as the NiH Research Ca「eer Development
Awa「d (「975), the NiH Merit Awa「d
(「99「)′ the lnternationai Association
of Dental Research (iADR) Saliva「y
Research Group Award (「990), and the
iADR Salivary Research Award (「995)" Dr○
○ppenheim was aIso honored with the WiiIiam 」" Gies Award from the Ame「ican
Association of Dentai Research (「992), He is an eiected fe=ow ofthe American
Association forthe Advancement of Science and has served as a member and chair
on severai N獲H Study Sections, Where he continues to reviewgrant appiications of
program projects and cente「 grants. Dr" Oppenheim has aiso served on specialty
paneis and is a reviewerfor keyjournais in his fieid" He has a=thored o「 co-authored
over 150 scientific pubiications, has a continuous funding record from NIH since
「972, and has severaI successful coliaborations with ind=Stry" Under his ieadership′
the Division of Oral Bioiogy was created in the Schooi of Dentai Medicine and has
since gained nationai and intemationai recognition for its research and academic
contributions,
Dr○ ○ppenheim has completed ciinicaI speciaity training in both pe「iodontoiogy
and prosthodontics" In addition to a dentaI and doctorai deg「ee in dentai medicine
from the University of Zurich, Dr○ ○ppenheim received a PhD in biochemistry and
a DMD from Boston University. |
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FOLLOWING DR, OPPENHEIM’S
RESIGNATION, Dean Hu 「 announced
the formation of a Dean’s Advisory
Search Committee for the pos tion of
chair, Department of Periodonto看ogy
& Orai BioIogy,
Dr, Raul Garc a′ PrOfesso「 and chair,
Health Policy & Health Services
Resea「ch, W川chair the search
COmmittee,
The foilowing individuals wⅢ serve
on the search committee:
Dr, Neal Fleishe「, Clinical assistant
professor, GSDM Depa「tment of
General Dentist「y
Dr, Eva Heimerhorst′ aSSOCiate
professor′ GSDM Department of
PeriodontoIogy & OraI Bioiogy
Dr, Ca los Hirschberg, PrOfessor
and chair, GSDM Department of
MolecuIa「 & CeIi Bioiogy
Dr, 」udith 」ones, PrOfessor and
chai「, GSDM Department of
Gene「ai Dentistry
D「, Maria Kuku「uzinskam, PrOfessor,
GSDM Department of MoIecuIar &
Ceil Bioiogy and associate dean for
research
D「, Cataldoしeone, PrOfessor, GSDM
Department of PeriodontoIogy &
Orai Bioiogy and associate dean for
academic a fairs
D「, Barbara Niko看ajczyk′ aSSOCiate
prof ssor′ BUMED Department of
Mic obioIogy
Dr。 」ohn Samuelson, PrOfessor,
GSDM Department of MoIecuiar
& Ce= Bioiogy
D「, Ming Fa g Su′ C帖cai as ociate
pr fessor′ GSDM Departme t of
PeriodontoIogy & Oral Bioiogy
Dr, Vicke「y T「inkaus-Randa=,
PrOfessor′ BUMED Department
Of Biochemist「y
Dr, Les看ie WⅢ, PrOfesso「 and chair,
GSDM Department of Orthodontics
& Dentofacial Orthopedics
醗飛違鰯鼎醜態銑覇醒苛醒醗親躍茸麗飽醒観醐茸聾醍醐弼鑑帯の酷の語
徳艶聞轄雛』の醗露醍描帯輔弼慧
Effective August l′ Dean Hutter appointed Dr・ Margaret Errante to the new position of
directo「 of c旧cal operations at GSDM" She continues to serve in her cu「rent position
as director ofthe BU Dentai Health Centerat
930 Commonweaith Avenue.
Working in conjunction with Associate
Dean for Ciinicai Education Dr, 」ohn Guarente,
Dr. Errante oversees c帖caI operations and
manages the administrative and supportive
functions required to successfu=y sustain aii
Of the ciinicai activities in the School′s Patient
lteatment Centers,
Errante is aIso a guest board memberon the
Board of l十uSteeS Of the Massachusetts Dental
Society (MDS),
ln this roie, Dr, Errante wiii offer InPut On
issues affecting the MDS and organized den-
tistry"丁he Guest Board Member program began in 2006 to providethe MDS with a
more representative goveming body.
Dr・ Errante has morethan 30 years ofexperience in the dentai fieid and more
than 18 as a principai in a muitilocation group practice, She received her DDS from
Jniversity ofthe Pacific in San Francisco and an associate’s degree in appiied sciences
from the U=iversity of New York, Farmingdaie. She is a registered dentai hygienist,
Dri Errante completed the MDS Leadership lnstitute-Which trains dentists to
iead in organized dentistry′ the community, and in practice鵜in 2010, ln addition to
the MDS′ Dr・ Errante is a member of the American Dentai Association, the Academy
Of Generai Dentist「y,丁KO Honor Fratemity, Pankey Aiumni Association, and the
University ofthe Pacific Alumni Association, She has received the Peabody Award
for her ciinical exceiience in dentaI hygiene and aiso received an award from the
Intemationai Coilege of Dentists for her ciinicai exce=ence in dentistry,臆
弼謹鴻鵠醍醐篤舗憲の粥語の醍野調の愚野晒の醗酵の間醍醐
鬼弼晶醇朝憲鞘鯖弼拙錨弼昔話酸
The 」une 14 edition of Biochemistry pubiished research by Associate Professor
Dr" Erdjan Saiih titied “Quantitative AnaIysis of Cytokine-induced Hepatocyte Nuclear
墨Factor-4cr Phosphorylation by Mass Spect「ometry.’’
丁he articie hig旧ghts the first specific biomedical application in the area of
Surgery, SyStemic injury, and live「 function of the new technoiogy deveioped by
Dr" Saiih for phosphoprotein anaiysis,
llThis article introduces, for the first time, a neW quantitative anaiysis of
the state of dynamic phosphoryiation of an important iiver transcription factor, HNF-4,
Which reguiates its function in response to ‘cytokine′ treatment,′′ Dr" Saiih explains,
This research is also significant because of the interdiscipiinary approach to
biomedicai science taken by the Department of Periodontoiogy & Orai BioIogy and
Department of Surgery at GSDM and BUSM respectively, Dr. Salih coiiaborated with
BUSM Chief of Trauma and Professor Dr, Peter Burke and post-doctorai student
Dr, Zhongyan Wang,臆
艶舗篤艶聞鞘聴即鞘諦
鵠購醒醜鑑の鰐軸証欝親臨観
醜鵡鈍の鞘酷鮎軸の
酷の諦観輔態
1n 」une′ Dean Hutter created a
Dean’s Advisory Sea「ch Committee
fol. the Combined Position of Chair,
Department of Endodontics, and
Director, Post-doctoral Prog「am in
Endodontics,
D「, Thomas Kilgore, PrOfessor and
associate dean for advanced educa-
tion & intemationai programs′ WiI〃
Chair the committee,
Other committee membe「s include:
Dr, [o〃ay Abrass, 。SSistont pro-
fessor ond directoらPosトdoctoro/
Endodontic Potient Tr otment C nter
Dr. John G的ren章e, C/inico/ 。SSOCi-
Ote PrOfessor 。nd 。SSOCiote cleon for
clinicol educotion
Dr. Christopher肌ghes′ OSSOCiote
p ofessor 。nd choir Deportment of
Pediotric Den tistry
Dr, Miche//e Henshaw, prOfessor
Ond 。SSistont deon for Community
Portnerships & ExtromL/rOI A的irs
Dr, David [evin, prOfessor 。nd choir
Dep。rtmenf of MoIeculor & CeII
BioIogy
Dr, Moni MouIazadeh′ ClinicoI
。SSist。n亡PrOfessor 。nd director 。d
interim′ PosトdoctoroI Progr。m /n
Endodontics
Dr. [es/ie M/′, Choir ond Anthony A.
GioneI/y Professor /n Orthodon亡ics &
Dentof。Ci。I O thopedics
当am very pieased that these indi-
Viduals have accepted appointment to
the Advisory Search Committee and i
thank them for thei「 time and effo「ts
in assisting me wi h this very impo「-
tant task′’’Dean Hutter said,
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丁he iADR〃¥ADR Generai Session was heid in San Diego
from March 16-「9. 1fyou were unabie to attend, here’s
What you missed:
Center for Ant口nfiammatory Therapeutics Director
Dr. Salomon Amar received a Distinguished Scientist
Award for Research in Orai BioIogy,丁he award is
SuPPOrted by Church & Dwight Company, lnc, and is
given amuaIiy for outstanding research in any fieid
Of orai bioIogy.
instructor Brenda Heaton received an lADR/Phiiips
Ora川eaithcare PRG Ybung lnvestigator Research Grant
to support her research, titied “Evaiuating
the lmpact of Partiai-Mouth Recordings
in Studies of Orai-Systemic Disease
Association,’’
Heaton was particuiarly pleased二
llMy proposed work is epidemioiogic in
nature′ and the interests of this group
have primar=y been in the basic sciences,’′
She wi= coIlaborate with a center at
the University of Birmingham; the g「ant
includes funding for her travel to Engiand
to oversee the work,
Dr, George Huang served as organize「
and chairoftwo symposia and Dr, Frank
Oppenheim was a keynote speaker at
the session.
MeyAl-Habib DScD 12, ENDO 14
appiied for and was awarded the lADR
Puip BioIogy and Regeneration Group
(PBRG) Awa「d fo「 her research abstract,
llEnhancement of Dentai PuIp Stem Cel菓
POSterS′ inciuding: 」 han A音Humaid DPH 「「, “Meta-
anaiysiS Of Effectiveness of Different XyIitoi Products
in Caries Prevention’′; Mohammed AI Shahrani ENDO
15, ’‘Celi Bioiogy in C aniofacial Deveiopment’’; Claire
Cha g PROS l「, ‘’Flexurai Strength of Lithium Dis掴cate
Ceramic with Various Sintering/Finishing Procedu「es’’;
Glena PL MⅢan PROS 「O, MSD 「「, ‘’P「imer and Aging
Effect on Resin Cements Bond to Zirconia’′; Post-doctorai
Associate Dr. Keiko Ybshida, ’’Characterization of
Fam83h Antibody’′; and Research Schoiar Masahiro
Asano, llEstabIishment of a New Stabie Ceii Line U20S
H音GHし音GH丁S:
錦紗畳罵舘鯖鯛の弼塊鞭雛
推鱒塵摘秒翫暁弼繭飽
錨醐鵬碓鯛繭勧
胱$飽胎蹄鯖の融節の廟新
語散e朋姑紳鯛紬職耀蛾轟稽詔
醐娩診断繍嬢の爛l
鵬‡舶庇観ず貸醐鐙海醐鎧
廊es晦融の謙餓餉繭
宙爛融
輔弼唖欄強削蝋輔掲
官贈紗の弛脚麓酌胱醐捷諸
的e継鯉瀧触桓餅の廟y
醐d鮨蟹鍋e離船両難鋼帯
紳輔錦) A附㈱宙
嚇」駒鶴壷鮒(羅首の鰯砂糖
e鱒隙　細e2卵管A鬼砂鱒
甥のg鵜硫観棚卸の鵬
放抽鞠観壇ね瑠新邸d醐官
職細騰尻癖
Stemness Using Sma11 Moiecuies,′’iADR
Paid for Dr, AI-Habib totraveI to San Diego forthe
meeting and give an orai presentation of her resea「ch
Sheede Khalil DMD 12 received the 20「「 AADR
Sjogren’s Syndrome Foundation Student Feiiowship,
Which was presented at a reception duringthe
generai sessiorL
P「e-doctorai students gave both poster and orai
PreSentations, Post-doctorai students aiso presented
Cig,′’Post-doctorai oraI presenters
included: Daniela “foro OR丁HO 「「,
llMicroha「dness Evaluation of Enamei
During Prevention and lTeatment
Of White Spot Lesions; An in-Vit「o
Study with Ext「acted leethl Research
Assistant P「ofessor (former post-
doctoral feliow) Dr, Guoxian W勘“OraI
MicrobiaI Enzymes Degrading Dietary
G看uten′’; Maram Zamakhchari PERIO 13′
‘‘Fragmentation of immunogenic Gluten
Domains by OraI Mic「oorganisms’’;
and Mohamed Fahmi PROS l「, llFatigue
and lemp Effects on Properties of
Contemporary Restorative Ceramics,′’
Recent graduates Vinodh
Bhoopathi DPH 「O, Mohamed
Bamashmous DPH IO, and Huda
Nazar DPH lO presented research they
COmPIeted as part of their degrees,
丁heir posters were titIed ‘‘Effectiveness
Of Orai Cancer Adjuncts in U,S.
Popul tions’’; “SchooI Lunch Program Status, a Marker
for High Risk Caries?′′ and “Caries Prevalence and Orai
Hygiene in Kuwait=nfants,′’respectiveiy,
lli am incredibiy pleased to see so many of ourfacuity
and students receive recognition at this amuai event,’’
Said Dean 」effrey W, Hutte「, “丁he quality of the orai and
poster presentations was outstanding,’’闇
葵2　IMPRESSIONSI Faii2011
丁he GSDM Faculty & Staff Meeting updated the GSDM
COmmunity on a variety of ongoIng and upcoming initiatives
at the School,
Dean Jeffrey W, Hutter weicomed everyone and asked
Staffand facuitywho had joined the Schooi since 」une16,
2010, tO Stand and introduce themseives,
He then announced thatforthe first time, a Selection
committee has been formed to determine the wimer of the
Henry M, Goldman Award for Distinguished Service under
the direction of Executive Director of Finance & Operations
丁im McDonough, ll丁he committee was com-
Prised entireIy of past winners of the award
and′ aS SuCh, truiy represented the very best
exampies of service and commitment to our
School,′′ he said,
丁he dean also said that upon the com-
mittee’s recommendation and in foiiowing
the GSDM Applied Strategic Pian′ there w用
be additionai staff and facuity recognition
awards at facuity & staff meetings through-
Outthe year, Due to the number of initiatives
and activities he wants to share with the
faculty and staff, a third meetingw用be heId
during the coming academic year,
Frances Zaremba, a iab assistant in the
ReilIy′s knowiedge of the Saiud system′ the fact that he had
had res ons b冊y fortwojobs untii a new empioyee was
added, and his reputation th「oughout the University for
being helpful and professiona上Usu訓y Office of the Dean
Staff members are ot eiigible for the award, however, the
D an made an exception due to the voiume of nominations
for Reiiiy, Whojoined GSDM in 2006 foiIowinga career in
SP Ciaity reta= and accounting,
’’Under 」ohn’s leadership′ the finance office has
dramaticai看y increased a d improved financiai reporting,
and l am confident that under his continued
HIGHし看GH丁S:
頭艶鮭等轟の輔鮭の鞠爛緋舗
勧弼雛緯飢施紳輔髄
轟醐笹的揮髄醜狩野
紙面の観醐酢鮎胱脱硝勧
鯵発癌髄圃溺脂d鎚繭鱒
通観弼鱒忠地糟鯛盈贈
怠醐魯鈍暗闘翫甜醐鵬㌢
紗観極弼繭繍艶巌臨
勉糊油
田餅糖細網戸繭鯛鱒
始緬齢i輝駒棚
軍師缶翻鯵縞極弼嫌等謂
鶉弼施㊧塊糊繭
removable看aboratory, WaS COngratulated on
her Distinguished Service Award by Di「ector of the
Pre-doctorai Removabie Prosthodontics Laboratory
D「, Ronni Schneli and Ciinical Associate Professor Leila
Rosenthal, Who suggested that Frances appiy for a job
atGSDM backin1998,
“Fran supports and advances the mission ofour Schooi
every day by ensuring that exceiient patient care and dental
education are deiivered,′’Dean Hutter said,
Zaremba is on the wayto becoming a certified dentai
technician. She recentiy passed the comp「ehensive and
SPeCiaIty written exams and pians to take the Compiete
Denture Practicai Exam.
Director of Finance 」ohn Rei看iyaiso won a Speciai
Distinguished Service Award, Dean Hutter remarked upon
gui ance′ WeWiIi be in an exceiient pos主
tion as we move forward in makingou「 new
faciiity a reaiity′′’Dean Hutter said.
Richard Rabbett updated everyone on the
BUworks initiative,
Dr, Paula K, Friedman spoke about the
baianced scorecards that w川be used to
impIement the GSDM App=ed St「ategic Plan,
丁im McDonough and Andy Burke
re iewed a detailed list of upcoming fac冊y
PrOjects and advised the crowd not to devote
too many resources to a fac冊y that wiii be
extensively renovated down the road置
Speaking on behaifofthe Dean′s Counc=
On Ethics and Professiona看ism′ Drs, Car!
McManama and Thomas Kilgore reported that ethicai
fitnes training wii○ commence very soon。 A “Train the
Trainers’’ses ion took piace in 」une.
Drs, Friedman and Kiigore reported on the Schooi′s
upcoming accreditation (which occurs every seven years)
in September 2012,丁here w川be a dry run this September;
D「, Kilgore spoke about OMFS accreditation occur「ing
in October 20「「 (OMFS programs are reacc「edited every
five years),
Dr, Steve Duしong spoke briefiy about infection
COntrOI and safety′ Patrice Freeman-しau about updated
immunization and compiianCe requirementS, and
Catherine Sarkis about admissions for the upcoming
201「-2012 academic year,闇
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Ceremony Celebrates
First Graduates
Of Boston University
工nstitute for
Dental Research
& Education Dubai
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ln an atmosphereofceIebration andwith .
a sense of accompiishment, 「2 graduates
and their fam帖esgathered on川y 9 forthe
first graduation ceremony of the Boston
University lnstitute for Dentai Research &
Education (BUiDRE) Duba主Graduates from
the post-doctoral programs in endodontics,
O thodontics, Pediatric dentistry, Periodon-
toIogy, and prosthodontics wore traditional
academic robes with hoods bearingthe旧ac
COIor of dentistry and the red and white coi-
OrS Of Boston University,丁he ceremony was
heid underthe sponsorship of Her Royal
Highness Princess Haya Bint Ai Hussein,
Wife of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed
Bin Rashid AI Maktoum′ Ruier of Duba主
The ceremony began with a read-
ingfrom the Quran bygraduating stu-
dent Dr. Mohamed 」amal Ahmed, Chief
Academic Officer of BUIDRE Dubai Dr.
輔弼轍弛謝廃語鮮月餅掴緋溺滅融轟貌鵬鰯縞諦
艦鯵の弼艶轟糊之塙髄酷砂の弼糊諦棚鞠葺鮮甜
繭絢順椙姑弼縛薦珊馴島轍醐錦糸鎚勘輔弼雅
擁轟r鱒繭鞭銚拐触緬舘脇脱繭謝酌澗瀞
繍醍岬誹緬講順触搬鉦紬鞠創鬼胴鎚羅
膳紗の紹言翫噸駒紬羅横軸繍締嫌の錯乱醐詔鯛轟棚
鰯の煽婿醗黛指揮銚矧擁繊細」鍋鍔綱蔀の蘇草措関都
経の灘の雅樹地場槽鰯輔弼講掃網棚鎌縮緬嬬轍戟
的鯛謙錨髄鞘載網羅鰯鯛雛脂栂鰐㊥弗馳轟搬弼蹴輔
弼鎌弗醐鵜弼醐戟鵜錯雑騰羅網野腰縄席
Steven Morgano then presided over the
PrOgram aS the g「aduates were awa「ded
their certificates and dipiomas. ln his
remarks, Morgano reminded them that
t y were g「aduating f「om the oniy post-
doctorai dentai institution in the worid
COmPOSed of facuity members who are ali
United States specialty board certified in
their iscip"nes. Boston University Hen「y
M, Goidman Schooi of Dental Medicine
“地軸補正紳輔紺醜貌縛の轟貌且
醐珊観音満班轟輔騨y
の航瞳轟鴨抽繭の珊夕隷噂醐
紺の亜且誰輔離親舶載融噂
轟館旺騨離軸据鵜野服
飾瞳の描鵬抽彊鮮yの班
且珊雛粘鵬鎌珊銅削且墟甘地恥醒
恥地温沌弧趣二旺丑艦珊蔽v醐龍滑
脱鴫膝の野講鵬鋪焦胱鵬
軸醍租離鵬丑輔弼蛾甘地恥亜醒
恥鵬親講鵬の蹴鎌瀬轟瞳融
講描珊轟掴瞳掘削の遭鵠ララ
Dean 」effrey W Hutte手Vice P「esident and
Associate Provost for Giobai Programs Mr,
W帖s Wang, and GSDM Associate Dean
for Advanced Education & lnternationa看
Programs Dr. Thomas Kiigore joined
Dri Morgano on the piatform,
His Exceilency Qadhi Saeed AI Murooshid,
directorgenerai of Dubai Heaith Authority,
and CEO ofthe Mohammed Bin Rashid
Ai Maktoum Academic Medical Center
Dr, Muhadditha Ai Hashimi aiso made
OPening remarks.
Valedictorians Dr- Fatema Abduirahman
Amir Rad and Dr. Fatma Darwish AI Emadi
thanked Dr, Morgano, the facuIty, and their
Ciassmates for their support during their
joumey through post-doctorai education,
As chairofthe board of BUiDRE′ Dean
Hutter officiaily conferred the certificates
and master’s degrees upon the candidates
約款諦舗線綱晦手動か鰐統語鋼蜘涙轟的鵜押野
繍鮎鯖醐講轟のの油縛醐観潮繭繭e施餓
鬼静鮮騨軸韓甜駒焼航続緬苦難紬鰯緬g c嬢富
の講U縛繕酌婦
鍋噂塩融綱紀の締鴛的縛妙腔鮮軌紙胱罵漣鱒雅
棚の轡鋼の,鎚醐鞠醍草鯛錦卿弼$鮮繭舶純狛創
動鯛縛紳押馴棚繭齢細弼臨i醐鎧勧鵜㊨
醜調新語醐綱駒場綿飴醐鵬的縞鵬謝馳蟹爛髄
鯛屈筋纏津馳嫡
繍競闘羅擁繭周航繭鞠妙別掲騨融続触繭繍粥
の葎統制縄鍾
胱雛鋤鍋鰯砂糖鯛釣棚e碓癌甥弼艶d輔の錯乱鰯壷
胱胱融雄穣癌癌轟胸腔鵬幽締舶繭的胱純鷺謝
富雄粥r細
and led thegraduates through the reading
Of oath ofthe ciass, lIYou are truiy a
group of extr ordinary students, You have
WOrked extremeiy hard to reach this point
in youracademic caree「s, and l commend
you on your dedication and tireiess efforts.
丁he exce=ent didactic and clinicai educa-
tion you have received here has prepared
you forsuccessfui careers ahead, and l
Wish you aii the best,′′ Dean Hutter said,
‘‘丁bday aIso marks a special moment in
the history ofthis institution′ aS yOu are
the first g「aduating class, l congratulate
you on the fine choice you madeto attend
BUIDRE Dubai, and i thankyou forbeing
the pioneers that heiped us shape BUIDRE
Duba=nto the exceiient institution that it
is today.′’
Vice President Wang ciosed the cer-
emony by weicoming the graduates to
a special ciub-they nowjoin the ranks
Of mo than 300,000廟ng Boston
University Alumni, ■
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GSDM Class of 2011 Celebrated with a Unique and Personal Ceremony
千〇P只㊦W士酔千丁のR鯖田丁:
餌等.軌艶卯馳細訪
島油v繭雛紺屋鍋肌鯛舘野
細評檎諦嬬鶴艶醐d
蒐鍋馴繍轟錨縛弗謝
①群居群弼
一触ね騨緬es結婚
S鋤鍋鎚縮輔弼鯨
鰯弼搬細縮牒瀞錐壷
櫓融繭的鋼祝の轟謝賊薙
謝告猶紗の弼
観潮町議硝譜鰯の据
駒謙鏡鰯葦地雷鯛諺弼
富子能面髄鞘緬馳鱒擁擁
Sγ礁翻抽鍋甜疎〔娼賭
胸s諦鰯′鰯鎖重合綱
鮪d痴粗鋼d騨郵紙
掲莱網与謝盛期鯵揮
On Friday, May 20, GSDM honored new graduates
at the School′s 47th amual Convocation,丁he iate-
aftemoon ceremony boasted 185 DMD and 76 post-
doctoral student pa「ticipants-
Dean of Marsh ChapeI Reverend Dr, Robert Aiian
Hi= began the ceremony with an invocation. GSDM
Dean 」eff「ey W・ Hutter foiiowed by weicoming the
g「aduating st=dents′ family a=d friends′ and facuIty and
staff′ adding, llYou shouid feeI very proud to be a mem-
be「 of such a prestigious graduating ciass"丁he CIass of
2011′s list of accomplishments is iong, You have exper主
enced both chalienging and excitingtimes, and l know
that when you look back on your experience at the
Henry M, Goldman Schoo看of Dental Medicine言t w川
bethese good times and the superb education that you
received herethat w紺stand out in your minds.′′
Vaiedictorian Susan Snyder gave a moving speech,
accented by her performance of Claude Debussy′s
CIoire de Lune on the piano, She said, IIEach of us is Ieav-
ing here with the tooIs and background to become an
excellent Doctor of Dental Medicine, You not only rep-
「esent Boston University Henry M, GoIdman Schooi of
DentaI Medicine′ but your chosen profession" Practice
dentistry in a way that may give dentist「y the good
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nam  it dese ves, Honor faimess, qua冊y, Care, kind-
ness, Whatev r description you want to give it that gives
the dental profession the seriousness and meaning it
deserves,’’
During th  ceremo y, the Spencer N" FrankI Award
for Exceiience in leaching was presented to Clinical
Assistaht Professor and Director of Pre-doctoral
Periodontoiogy Dr. Neai Fleisher"
Dr, NeaI Fieisherisa proud 1984 DMD and1986
CAGS in periodontoiogy aIumnus of our own Boston
University Henry M" GoIdman SchooI of Dental
Medicine,′′ aid Dean Hutte「, IID「, Fieisher began his
ca「 er at th Den al Schoo=mmediately fo=owing his
graduation" H  has aiso maintained a private periodon-
tics practice i e greater Boston area for more than 25
years" His contributions to the field of dentaI medicine
are numerous, but his contributionsto the Schooi are
even greater" He truly personifies the Spencer N. Frankl
Aw r  for Exceiience in 「七aching, and it is with great
pleasure tha口present him with this award-’’
llI am here today as much because ofthe efforts
of others as my own efforts,′′ said D「。 Fleisher・ “My
teachers showed me so much support and aIIowed
me to move a  my pace, Aii were instrumentai notjust
三∴章一
顕
「‾÷平吉
becausethey taught me dentistry′ but because l also
ieamed how to teach, retaining their finer points. I
Steal from each ofthem, discard some things, mix
and match others′ and then ca旧t my own:’
Commencement speaker poet′ and CiinicaI
Assistant Professor D「, Daniel Moran addressed the
graduates next, He said, llYou who have come to
this day of accompiishment have demonstrated the
necessary command of dentistry: nO Smal冊iumph,
Fo「this, yOU W用be highiy regarded in your lifetime。
But ietthem say ofyou something more臆that you
Were COmPaSSionate, that you shared your time, that
you ‖stened. That you were eamest when attention
WaS CaIIed for a mentor when counseI was asked
f〇㌦ a source of soiace when comfo「t was needed,′’
Dr. Moran ciosed his remarks with a poem written
especia=y for his students titIed “Passages,′’A small
excerpt:
ノ′Our sh。red wish,
OnIy to 。rrive 。=his ploce′
evoked /n 0 dreom.
Our nomes 。re SO m。ny
Our woyt end begins here,’’
Foliowing Dr, Mor n’s speech, Class of 2011
President Stephanie ll,ahan and Vice P「esident
B adiey Wola d took the stage to present the
20「「 CIass Gift, lt was aiso announced that Chief
Commencement Marshail and Professor Dr, Ca「I
Mc an ma had g nerousiy agreed to match it.
’’Words camot describe the significance of this
giftandwhat itmeansto meand ourSchoo上You
have now set a precedent for future ciasses to
mulateand l thankyoufromthe bottom ofmy
heart,′’Dean Hut er said葛
丁he graduates then walked across the stage to
「eceive their diplomas, and Dean Hutter b「ought the
CeremOnytO a CIo e: “As you look beside you′ behind
y u, and in front ofyou, realize thatthese speciai indi-
Viduals have been your support, yOur COmrades, yOUr
COileagues′ yOu「 friends, and your fam=y for the time
Of your tenure at Boston University. Protect them,
Stay CIose to them-the experiences you have shared
Wi= remain with you forthe rest ofyour lives。 You w川
aiways be a graduate of the Boston University Henry
M. GoIdman SchooI of Dentai Medicine′ and you are
now an officiai aiumnus.′′田
輔千丁戟棚尺のW,し肝丁丁のR縄日干言
海纏騨騰封鎖藷官梢鯵の描
出舘鞠飽。離粥鰭沌繭胱棚細
鮎醗繭弼膏融輔弼縄弼
謝餅鴻鵠篭曹綱醐醐宙
鰯だ融の擁餅馳鵠撒弗
翫廟憶潮㈱据
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離蝿芭醸⑱⑱臨甘鞘肝苛酷配錨醇の関野の臨V配配For some,
they are how we connect with each other every day, For others,
they are aiien forms of communication we hope we never have to
touch, But Kyle Beffa DMD10telis uswhyyou notonlycon but
must use sociaI media and how your practice wiiI benefit many
times over
As a recent grad with a job in his father’s Seattle practice but
not much to do untii his license came through, Beffa had some
timeon his hands, He knewthatsoon hewouid be practicingand
WOuid need a newsource ofhisown patients, So hetumedto
social media.
CONNECT WI丁H
BEFFA DEN丁AL HERE:
. beffadentai,COm/
. beffadentaI,COm/blog/
" facebook,COm/beffadenta i
" tWitter,COm/beffadentai
〃 yeIp。COm/biz/beffa-
dental-burien
’‘lt′s where things are going in
the future,’’Beffa says。 ’’if you′re not
doing it, yOu’re not competitive,’’
Beffa Dental now has an updated
Website with a biog and accounts
On Facebook,丁Witter and Yelp, A
Groupon iast summer brought in new
Patients, tOO,
‘牛d sayas high as90 percentof
new patients who come from online
have checked my reviews on ‘feip′′′ Beffa estimates。
He adds that these patients tend to be younger鵜under 40 years
Ofage-and wi= likely stay with a practice fo「 a longtime,
But ifyou’re readytojump into social media, do it cautiousiy.
’’You have to be carefu上′’Beffa says, ’’Ybur personai Facebook page
is tied to your business; make sure you′re not postingthings on your
PerSOnaI page that would offend a patient, Personal and business
SOCial media are very much intertwined葛’’
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鍍態蟻態鸞態態蔀蔀籠鸞認識縞
醗灘醗躍態譜鱒鮭鵜熊蟻鸞
鞘縛翻蔀繚隷藤懸繚燕鵡讐
鋪轢醸態酷鰭繕態灘鑑紺野螺態譜醗繋
鸞驚翻醗鋪欝難聴灘態熊弼態
態謙譲鵜議軸灘補講纏繭態
繚繕輔繊繭戦醸弼態擬態
鰯纏綿鸞穏轡描線経緯謹鵜籍醗
講縛就義経轡灘繚緯鵜蟻態羅醜
態轡蔀剥捕縄繚滞
i f nd that [by using social media] my communica-
tion with patients’fam吊es has taken on a personal
and m aningfui touch-l can answer their questions
in a timeiyfashion, and they are extremely gratefui,
丁hey feei immenseiy more a part ofour practice and
it actua=y saves me time on the phone duringthe
busiest parts of my day:′
醗襟※蟻酸轡PED〇万
螺灘繭醗臨鵜摘鵜鵬鵡
膵臓耀醜鰯鵡続騰帯織灘の灘灘
醸弼弼醇鵜謙膵臓臨鵡轡鯨の蕾悪
態灘嬬灘緯鞘鞘弼灘繭鵡騙轡
鵜鰭踊薦嬬鵡蛾轄藤蟻酸灘鵡鵡灘
雛鞘瀧麟講騰繰態謳撫鰭鵜端部醗
騙臓識弼鵡鯨騰臓鞘鰯楽府
濃蘭鱒競EL鱗繊繍織の勝のDMD 98 L/SeS facebook (Seorch
M。nSOliI/odentoI) to shore coses with potien亡s 。nd fr/ends.
講鶉舐剥離鵬輔瞳灘綱購輔弼繭削簡輔弼融毒腺
弼鮭圃轡竃難題艶曲範の箇弼
Janice E葵Spada’s DMD 82 Sudbury M。SSOChusetts proctice L/SeS facebook的cebook,COrγL?[podo), 7ivitte写(@SudburyDentis亡), Ond肋rdpress
(d座podo. wordpress, COm).
門閥曲粥耀鰯匿昔の霊輔弼
G調駐配壁間昔塊弼醗酵藍藍酵
申鮒醍醐甘霊塊醐開聞燭厘醇鋪購
髄曲線耳聡鰯醸醐醜態茸誰艶甘曙
か脂轍の醍醐醒醍醍醐措曹
軸哨艶潮間購DMD 80 hos hod 。 blog
Ond focebook occountかsever。/ yeors 。nd
estimotes tho亡he reoches 。 fhird fo h。/f
Of his potients ot Aes亡he亡ic Dent。/ Core
Of New Jersey online. Seorch F。Cebook for
Aesthe亡ic DentoI Core′ LLC. Dr Strouss /s
OIso on Linked/n ond ybuれbe,
‘用ke i∩teracting with
Patients online′ but
We keep it very profes-
Siona上Most ofit is
tooth-related; howeve㌦
We POSt interesting up-
dates about staff, tOO,’′
郎zabeth DiBona DMD O7 AEGD O8 con
be found o的cebook.co所oge5/DiBon。-
Dento/- GroL/P/1026776782 18.
Mehrdad Noorani DMD 87 uses Yeip for
business and advertising,
J。 Scott Thompson DMD 87 uses
Facebook to post articles for patients
to read and discuss.
Search Facebook for Scott Thompson
DMD and亡l.ica G看ayson DiGuglie漢mo
DDS。
Wallace J。 Bellamy DMD 89 uses
Facebook (facebook.com/wallacejbeila-
mydmd) and TWitter (@drbellamy),
AIva「o Garcia PROS 93, DMD 95 of
Advanced Dental Care of Norton is on
Facebook and Tivitter.
Roge「 Ge「shfe漢d DMD 99 is using YeIp
for his Los Angeles practice: yelp,COm/
biz/roger-ge「Shfeid-dmd-1os-angeles
Jenny Chong DMD O「 of Marina Bay
Dentai Associates uses Facebook
(facebook.com/marinabaydentai).
M。 Gabrie看a Marquez DMD O3, OR丁HO
O6 and W輔am E。 He「shbe「ge「 OR丁HO
79 are on Facebook at Hershberger
Orthodontics,
Saeid Malboubi PER音O O9 has a Facebook
Page for Periodontai Professionals, Check
Out his case photos,
鰯統灘轡醗醜醜態駿続裾籠轡灘溺潤鯵鶴轡轡鬱蟻慌醗鵜灘態
灘鱗醗鰯轡翫灘続騰羅輝騰繊雛醗繰鰯轡蹴臣轡灘轡轡繊態灘轡醜
鱗線鱗讃醗轡鵜鶴蘭鵠擬態灘轡繊醗醗酵鱒蟻酸醗
霧醜態縞轡鰯欝翳縮灘鯨擬態弼
熊臨鋸轡灘鬱絢MD OO /s deve/oping facebook 。nd 7i所でer for Dr Horvey Levy & Associotes′ PC
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Bom in Seou上South Korea′ and then reiocated
nineyears late「with his famiiyto Caigary, Aiberta, M「,
Hwang is no stranger to new experiences」nterested in
both science and music, he pursued his underg「aduate
degrees at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, An
accompIished pianist and musician, he has coiIaborated
With many renowned artists and piayed across both
Canada and the United States, So why the sudden tum
to dentistry?
llMy sister was a 」unior at Boston University Henry
M, Goldman SchooI of Dentai Medicine and l discov-
ered from herthat dentistry is something where l wouid
feei rewarded by using my hands-jus川ke pIaying the
Piano,’’he says, llHeiping PeOPie to have better smiies
WaS Very aPPeaiing. Howeve手playing piano had been
SOmething that l reaiiy enjoyed since childhood. 1t
WaSn′t an easy decision, yet a=he end i chose to apply
toBU atthevery iast minute…and l got両’’
Like many dental students today, Mr, Hwang is
COnStantiy on theg○○ He has served as a representa-
tive on the ADEA Councii of Students, Residents, and
Feiiows (ADEA COSRF) forthe last two years and is
nowon that councii as a member ofthe -fask Force on
Gove「nancei Within the last two years, he aiso initiated
a -feaching Assistant (TA) program at GSDM based
On his observations of simiiar programs at other area
dentai schoois, ‘’We have impiemented TAs in a lim-
ited number of preciinicai courses, Many were happy
With the improved student-faculty ratio, With facuities
to guide new TAs, it p「ovides a great opportunity for
future dental educators to get hands-On eXPerience at
teaching,′’he says.
丁he program has been weil received by students and
facuity aiike, ll丁he facuities at BU have been ve「y recep-
tive ofthis piiot program, and we hope
to expand to incIude aii prec=nicai simu0
lation courses′’’he expiains. “lt is our
hope that -rA programs w川enhance the
leaming eXPerience for dentai students
by improving the facuity-tO-Student ratio
and w川aiso spark interest in future den-
tal educators,’’
口wang’s enthusiasm for dental
education is obvious, ll看rea=y want
to be invoived in academia,’’he says,
Duringthe 2011 ADEA Amuai Session
& Exhibition in San Diego, he spent sev-
erai minutes eagerly discussing the new
TA program with Dr, She=a H. Koh of
the University of lexas Heaith Science
Centerat Houston Dentai Branch. Dr.
Koh cong「atuiated him on his success
捕鸞珊髄軸薄地態馳珊胱軸輔
灘軸鎌の丑瀞の軸覿籠融鱒W甜親の観
輔弼踊轄輔晋塩翻軸三陸抽亜鰭
朝鮮珊轄軸の輔誼鞄の㊤頻
SO far and gentiy teased him about buming out. “He′s
a very bright stu ent,′’she told the BuIletin ofDento/
Educotion (BDE) iater “And he has g「eat aspirations.
He’s a great sn pshot of the future of academia,’’
Mr。 Hwang is quickto recognize his own limita-
tions, “l think l am like most students: StreSSed out, i
try to keep up with schooIwork, but procrastination is
unavoi able,′’he says「o combat such stress′ he iooks
to cou「ses that offer a hands-On aPPrOaCh: “i reaiiy
en」Oy the hands-On COurSeS Where you can taIkto your
PrOfessors and discuss and leam together in a sma=-
group etting. At BU we have a course in practice man-
ageme巾SOmetimes this ciass feeis iike l am attending
One Of the ADEA b eak-Out SeSSions′ Where the
PrOfe sor gives us a opic of discussion and everyone
brainstorms together and reconvenes to discuss ideas,’′
it′s thi interaction between students and facuity that
Mr. Hwang finds most rewarding-and a great defense
again t procrastination,
Mr, Hwang has also attended ADEA meetings. ’‘l
hav  attended every ADEA meeting since faii 2009,′′
he rema「ks. ’After every session′ l came back with
new motivation and perspective on where dentistry
is headed, After seeing how so many dentists and
dental studentswereso proactive in　網潤醗彰
弼緋弛煙硝醐
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醜幽羅紗鰯紗掲醐宙
胱鮨醐講崩鵜的
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騨鋭操船細繭欝,舘的
雅控鯨癌般灘繭融
縞講繭疎細航程鏡諦鱒
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their communities to heip popuiations in need of
Oral heaith ca「e, i was aiso inspired to become more
invoIved in my own community.’’
He has found the ADEA COSRF meetings and get-
togethers particuiariy beneficiai, llEach year dentai
Students from across the country convene in one room
to discuss the issues that we face during our studies
and throughout our careers, We leam fresh perspec-
tives from other schooIs and can apply them to our
own schoois,’’
The meetings also aiiow time for students ofthe
three Boston-area dentai schoois (BU,巾fts University
SchooI of DentaI Medicine, and Harvard Sch○○I of
Dental Medicine) to meet and network. With the time
demands on many students today, it can be difficuit for
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aspiring dentai professionaIs, eVen at institutions within
the same city, tO COnneCt and coilaborate,
Mr, Hwang attended the 2011 ADEA Annuai Session
& Exhibition in San Diego, Caiifomia, and came away
invigorated. ’’l think the pienary sessions were very
informative and entertaining, and the receptions for
networking were definiteiy memorabie,’′ he reca=s. “lt
WaS Very enjoyabie to see ourfacuity in a casuai sociai
Setting, inciuding BU’s own Dean Hutter and W冊am 」,
Gies Award-Winner Dr. Micheile Henshaw,’’
ln a littieovera year, Mr葛Hwangw用be continu-
ing on hisjoumey down the path of dentistry after
receiving his degree at BU, Where does he see himseIf
headed, eVen just five years after graduation? ’‘i hope
to be teaching in dentai schooi severai days a week,
WO「king at a prlVate PraCtice several days a week′ and
PrObabIy devoting one day a weekto community out-
reach programs,’′ he says confidentiy, ‘‘i know it sounds
ambitious, but i beiieve I have the motivation and the
WI=powerto do it ail.’’
And in 25 years? Mr, Hwang iaughed at the ques葛
tion, llHopefuiiy out ofdebt!’’顕
This 。rtic/e w。S Wri丑en by Ben Rome ond first 。ppeOred /n the
Americ n DentoI Educ。tion Associotion (ADEA) Builetin of
DentaI Education′ Moy2077, Volume 44, lssue 5.
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’‘丁hrough APEX, yOu get tO leam patient manage-
ment and to interact with staff,′’she says, ’‘You just
Can’t get that in a classroom.’’
As a student at GSDM, Gu「in compIeted three APEX
rotations in the office of Dr, B川Levin, After graduat-
ing, She taught at GSDM for12 years; She left fuiI-time
instr∪ction to deveiop her practice but enjoys the fact
that as an APEX mento「′ She can s帥teach,
As aiums who participated in the program know,
APEX aliows students to integrate ciassroom study and
PrOfessionai experience by wo「king side-by-Side with
PraCticing dentists in their offices, Aaron BaumIer DMD
12, Who worked in Gurin’s practice duringthe summer
Of2009and winterof20「0′ reCaIIs itasa uniqueedu-
Cational experience,
’’=ooked forward to coming here,’’he says. ’‘看t wasn′t
an obiigation。 Deedeewouid quiz meon what l was
ieaming in schooi and let me do whatever i was com-
fortabie with in the practice.’’
Baumler spent much of his first rotation observing
and assisting. As he gained more ciinicaI sk川s in schooi,
he appiied them in the office, He put on matrices and
made temporary crowns during his second rotation,
Which he says compIemented the fixed p「osthodontics
WOrk he was then doing in schoo上
Gu「in sent Baumie「 to her co=eagues′ offices to
ieam additionaI skiiis; he gained oral surgery experi-
ence with David Lustbader DMD 86 and did handsmon
impiant work with Paui Fuggazotto PERiO 8「,
She also ncouraged BaumIe「 to take continuing
education courses a  GSDM, and he accompanied her
o South Sh re district meetings of the Massachusetts
Dental Society (Gurin was president-eIect at the time
and is now district president),
’Aaron is a sponge′’’she says, llHe is notjust an
Obse「ver in our office鵜he is a part of it,’’
丁he two a「e friends as well as coiieagues, Baumie「
CareS for Gurin′s Chihuahua′ Mickey (who on this day
came to the office sporting a Boston B「uins jersey)′ and
Gurin and herhusband 」im rentan apartment intheir
Back Bay brownstone to Baumier and his girIfriend,
Sab「ina, Baumier and Gurin can bareiy suppress thei「
iaughter asthey dis uss a probIem: a bird has settied
in the backyard and dives forthe head of anyone who
exits the h use○
○n the day Impressions staff visited Gurin′s p「actice,
Keisey H川DMD 14wa designing digitai crowns on the
CEREC machine, L ke Baumler, H川wi‖ graduate GSDM
a step ahead of her future colleagues-thanks
t APEX. |
無弼粥敵組繭宙鯵鰯鯵艦
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in the Fa= 20「0 semester GSDM got
involved with an elective course, “Leading
Community Heaith initiatives: Public
Heaith, Medicine, and Dentistry as
Partne「s,’’a co=aboration between the BU
Schoois of Pub=c Heaith and Medicine and
the Henry M, Goidman Schooi of Dentai
Medicine (GSDM), GSDM Assistant Dean
for Community Partnerships & Extramurai
Affairs Dr, Micheiie Henshaw serves as a
faculty resource and ciinicai instructor and
SPH 2009 DRPH grad Dr, Co「ima Culleris
One Of four cou「se facuity members,
丁he course groups seven to nine students
from each of the three schoois with one
facuity member and a site. The students are
given some information on what probIems
the site might like to soIve (not aiways
dentai-reiated), but it is iargeiy up to them
to identifyan issueand puttogethera pian
to address iti Coursework gives students
thetooisthey need to putthe pian into
action, and atthe semester′s end they sub-
mit a report detaiiing what they have done,
Five dental students enroiled in the fa=
2010 course: Adeei Khan DMD11,」uIie
King DMD 11, CammeIiia Shahram Askari
DMD 12, Dee Guiis DMD12, and Shivaii
Gohei DMD12,
’’it was reaiiy interactive,′’says Culler.
“For many ofthe dentai students′ the styIe
Of this course was different from what they
are used to′ SO it was excitingto see them
embrac  and enjoy it. They were some of
the most act v students, With a lot of
COmmentS and hought-PrOVOking ideas.’’
skari-Who worked at the South End
Community Heaith Center addressing a
need for patient education and p「evention
Of eariy childhood caries鵜SayS the course
WaS imovative and adds, ‘’Working with
Stud nts from othe「 schoois was a very
Valuab e experi nce,′’
Say Guiis, Who worked with a group
at Boston Heaith Care forthe Homeless
addressing sm king cessation′ ’’i’m def主
niteiygoingto be working in the reaI worid
With p opie who aren′t dentists, SO i found
this course interesting because of every-
One’s different personalities, backgrounds,
and tra ning. At first there was a leaming
CurVe in figuring out how to work together
butbytheendwealI hadsomuchtoadd
thatwe hadto rein ourseives in, itwasa
great experience!’′
T e course wi= continue to be offered
to stu ents duringthe f訓semester,闇
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Sister Famoud (also a GSDM ENDO alum),
Who int「oduced the two at a graduation party,
丁hey’ve been inseparabIe ever since,丁he
Self-described best f「iends now看ive in Newport
Coast, Ca漢ifo「nia with their two daughters and
WOrk together in two a「ea offices′ One in Seal
Beach and the othe「 in Tustin。
Arash grew up in Southem Caiifomia and came to
GSDM after attending the University of Caiifomia at
irvine, Where he met Dr, Sydeii Shaw. lmpressed with
Dri Shaw, he accepted her invitation to interview at
GSDM. today, Arash credits Dr, Shaw with the success
and happiness he′s experienced as a resuIt ofattending
the Schooi: ‘‘it changed my life廿he quality ofthe pro-
gramswas steilar, GSDM enabied me to deveiop a suc-
CeSSful and fuifiiiing caree「, And not oniy did l receive
an incredibie education, l aiso met my best friend, Wife,
and partner,’’
Fadavi grew up in Boston′ but now en」OyS Southem
Caiifomia so much that she′s convinced most of her
extended fam申y to reiocate宣After working in a dentai
Officewhen she was a teenager and then as a dentai
hygienist for two years, She went on to compIete he「
DMD at巾fts; afterthat, Shegained admission to
GSDM’s extremeiy weil-regarded post-doc program
in the Department of Endodontics, She has many fond
memories of the especialiy ciose and friendiy reiation-
Ship she had with then-depa「tment chair Dr. Herbert
Schiider and keeps a picture of him on he「 office desk
tothis day, Fadav=s so proud of her affiiiation with
Boston University and so appreciative of the high qua=ty
Of education she received here that Boston University
graduates provide ali of her own heaith care!
Whiie Arash was completing his periodontic
residency, Famoush was working in a San Francisco
PraCtice. The couple maintained a long-distance reia-
tionship′ With Famoush visiting Boston frequently,
When A「ash graduated, the coupie decided to settie
in Orange County, Caiifomia, Where they each pur-
Chased practices,丁hey spend severaI days a week
at both offices,
Arash and Famoush strongIy believe that their aff出
ation with Boston Unive「sity has opened doors for them
PrOfessionaiiy and speak enthusiasticaiiy about the out-
Standing reputation for scientific research the University
enjoys intemationaiiy. With a young family and busy
PraCtices, th y h ven′t had the opportunity to retum to
Boston often, but they manage to stay comected to the
Schooi through aiumni events and publications,
丁he coupie knew Dean 」effrey W, Hutter when he
WaS a relatively new professor in the Department of
Endodontics; they reca= a true gentieman and leader
Who put peop e at e se, Arash, in particuiar remembers
Hutter’s coli gial approach during grand rounds,
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lIit was such a pieasureto host Dean and Mrs, Hutter
aIongwit  a number ofarea aiumni this past 」une,′′
Famoush says, ’’He is making a remarkable effort, traVel-
ing around country and the world to establish and
S rengthen comections with ali of our aIumn主We were
SO Pleased to support him and his vision forthe future of
Our alma mate「 by hosting an alumni reception,′’
Both Arash and Famoush stress how important it is
to give back, “We ncourage aii aiumni to get involved,
it′s extrem ly important to give back to the School that
PrOVi d us wi h uch a high-quaiity education,′’Arash
SayS,丁hey are especia=y enthusiastic about being abie to
SuPPOrt GSDM as Dean Hutter moves the Schoo=nto a
future that iooks very bright indeed,闇
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hou如several factors encouraged his interest in treat-
ing people with special needsクDr. Dick Mungo PEDO 75
says that ge咄ng into BU made the big di能ITenCe・ “I didn’t
know about that patient population until I started at BU
Suddenly I was surrounded by hundreds ofpeople who
had disabilities;, he explains, αand I realized that it,s part of
dentistry. When you get immersed in that type of environ-
ment, the interestjust blossoms.’’騨灘篤彊
Mungo with LeAme C。r7叩。tient with Down 5yndrome,
閥O丁O齢(畿ます丁Y灘糸電鷺
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Now, GSDM hopes to have the same e群ect on current
Students. For the past yeaI., GSDM and the Massachusetts
Department of Developmental Services (DDS) have partnered
in a pilot program of clinical and didactic training that offers
GSDM students the education and dinical experiences necessary
to effectively treat and manage the oral-and overalLhealth of
Patients with developmental disabilities, an historically under-
Served population. Key to the program is that patients who are
enlisted to receive social, medical, and dental services through
DDS can now access dental health services at BU
During the pilot yeaI‘, 43 patients were treated at 9O appoint-
ments; they had a variety of developmental and intellec七ual dis-
abilities and ranged in age from 20 to 60.
The treatment setting in Mungo’s generation was remarkably
di餓升ent from that oftoday Back then, mOSt PeOple with mental
disabilities lived in institutions and GSDM residents like Mungo
WOuld travel to Salem and Marlborough to treat them.
“It is wonderful that people with disabilities now are socialized
into the community,’’Mungo says. “But now they have to get to
Our O綿ces to receive care, and that’s a challenge.’’
In the United States there are currently more than 53 mil-
1ion non-institutionalized individuals with disabilities, a number
expected to increase as a result ofdramatic growth in the geriatric
POPulation and the increased life expectancy of individuals with
developmental and intellectual disabilities.
“There is an enormous need out there, and I am very proud
that GSDM is taking the lead and addressmg this problemタ’’says
Dean Je触・ey W Hutter.
According to Mungo, getting patients through the door and
even financial compensation are not the only challenges. Because
many dental students lack exposure to patients with special
needs, aS dentists they are often uncomfortable when working
With these patients later.
In the past, dental care for children and adults with develop-
mental disabilities was provided by pediatric dentists. Several
years ago, the American Dental Association (ADA) declared
Pediatric dentistry to be an age-defined specialty and placed the
responsibility of care for the population of adults with develop-
mental disabilities on the general dentist. However, historically
there has been a lack ofclinical and didactic trainmg With this
population in dental schooI curricula.
There is now a shared acknowledgement ofthe need to
increase the knowledgeメrainmg, and willingness of students to
provide the dental care of individuals with special needs. The
ADA Commission on Dental Accreditation (CODA) has a new
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“I volunteer for Special
Smiles㊤ every year and
WaS fortmate enough to
do my APEX otation at
D意Perlm nもo組ce, SO I
have some experience
WOrking with special
needs patients. Even so,
血is additional exposure
WaS eXtremely valuable
and Hearned a lot.ブ,
一晩脚敵地職肥糊膨蛇
St ndard for dental and den al hygiene schooIs which requlreS
that ‘Grad乙lateS m【1St be coJ7やetent fn assessing the zJ.eatmeJ?t
needs QfpatieJ2tS W栖印ecial JZeeds.”
Often, Pediatric dentists like Mungo cannot transition their
adult pa ients with special needs into general dental o範ces.
“Most ofthe time, the dentist is more afraid ofthe patient
than the patient is fthe entist;’he explains, “because patients
have medical devices such as feeding tubes. I think we have an
Oblig ion in school to break down those barriers.’’
In ost c ses, PeOPle with disabilities can be treated in a typi-
Cal dental setting with little to no modifications in treatment
modalities, a PO nt that educators in the pilot program stress to
the res dents who-aS general dentists鵜Will be the prlmary den-
tal care providers for individuals with developmental or intellec-
tual disab li ies who reside in their communities.
The program comprlSeS both a didactic curriculum and clini-
Cal training. Didactic topics include identifying the barriers to
CaI.e and factors affecting the oral health of people with intellec-
tual disabilities; increased scienti宜c understanding of the inter-
relationship between oral and systemic health complications;
physical and oral condi ions of syndrome-SpeCi宜c disorders;
Philosophi s nd t chniques in the field ofbehavior management;
diagnosis and treatment of oro-facial i亘uuries; and home care
達
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education and adaptive aids for parents and careglVerS, including
necessary treatment modifications and options to deliver care.
The clinical trainlng is the more complex segment ofthe pro-
gram as it invoIves the AEGD (Advanced Education in General
Dentistry) dental resident becoming the primary oral health care
PrOVider for patients with special needs referred by DDS. This
traimng Will require AEGD residents diagnosing and treatment-
plaming the patients; PrOViding the necessary dental care
(altered, mOdified or noD; and educating the caregivers.
Third- and fourth-year DMD students are asslgned to the
AEGD patient treatment center to assist the residents with
the dental care for patients with special needs. Once the dental
treatment ofthese patients is completed and the pre-doctoral
dental students have developed a relationship with their
Patients through assisting the AEGD residents, they can then
become that patient’s prlmary dental care provider in the pre-
doctoral clinics.
Katy Bednar DMD 12 participated in the program and says, “I
VOlunteer for Special Smiles every year and was f()rtunate enOugh
to do myAPEX rotation at Dr. Perlman’s o触ce, SO I have some
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“Hopefully we’ve se七
them tsttlde亜虞up
for a lifetime of
Seemg血ese kids.
Learmng to tre舐
these pat主ents can be
a ch証工enge-b庇a
very reward主ng one:ク
ー脱色欺難脚絆野揺秒の鵜
experience working with special needs patients. Even so, this
additional exposure was extremely valuable, and I leamed a lot.’’
The transference of continuous care紅om AEGD resident to
Pre-doctoral student allows the more experienced resident to
be the primary care provider and gives the dental student more
experience and time to become confident in special patient
Care. It also helps build the continuity ofcare between the
PrOVider and the patie t, Which is of utmost importance in this
Vulnerable p pulation.
Facu ty have noticed a growmg enVironment of acceptance
Within the GSDM community and a positive change in students’
PerC Ption of peop e with disabilities.
“We are committed to increasmg Student exposure and
experience with special ne ds patients because it is the right
thing to do;’says Professor and Assistant Dean for Community
Partnerships & Extramural A舵Iirs Michelle Henshaw.
Mungo doe  his part by mentoring dental students from the
University of Southem Califomia (USC) and pediatric dental
residents from USC and Children’s Hospital of Orange County.
He also participates in Califomia’s Pediatric Oral Health Access
P ogram (POHAP), W ic  o鮮ers dentists one year of free training
in areas such as speci l needs, infant, and hospital dentistry in
exch nge for a commitment to treating 20 underserved or under-
Privileged children.
“Then, hopefully, We’ve set them up for a lifetime of seemg
th se ki s,’’Mungo says. “Leaming to treat these patients can
be a challenge-but a very rewarding one.’’|
Dr: Michoel Sh〔折with p。tient
Andrew G0nnOn
-〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇-〇〇〇〇一〇〇〇一〇〇〇一〇〇〇〇一〇〇〇〇
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he o鯖ce ofMichael She往PEDO 68, MSD 68 is reminiscent
Of the 1960s, eVery Wall covered in mustard-brown wood
Paneling. Just a few minutes with Dr. She任reveals that
keepmg uP With trends is not his style; he prefers to spend
time taking care ofpeople・ He is one of a dwindling number
Of specialists who treat patients with special needs, and he
Challenges students to do the same・騨繭輪
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Sheffis a quiet and patient man・ αYou leam to be;タhe says. He has
had patients squlrm in their chairs until they kicked him in the
eyes with both feet鵜tWice・ On the day J′7四・eSSioJIS Staffvisited,
one patient came with security for Sheff. But this is the extreme・
On any glVen day at his practice, She任sees about 80 percent
patients with special needs and 20 percent children without
special needs. He has perfected an approach that works for
whomever maybe in the dental chair亘is tone is calm and his
voice so soft that you strain to hear him from behind his mask・ An
observer wants him to speak up, but She任is not trying to be heard.
αI keep myvoice very low so patients have to work to under-
stand me,,, Sheff explains∴A Iot of my patients can,t understand
what rm saying because of their disal)ilities’but they understand
my tone and my hands. I won’t play into their nerves or let it
a鮮ect,my mOOd-if I stay calm, the patient will also become calm・?
He developed this technique through years of practice,
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Dr: She桁n his o仰ce
starting in GSDM’  pediatric dentistry program・ αDean Frankl
helped create an enviro ment in which students felt comfortable
treating people with special needs;, Sheff says. He credits Frankl
for tummg him from a dentist who Ioved kids and merely had an
int rest in special needs into a professional committed to work-
mg almost exclusively with this population・
U on gradu ion, Sheff stayed on as a faculty member and
taugh  many of the current pioneers in pediatric and special
needs dentistry, including Steve Perlman PEDO 76, MSD 76 (see
the following feature on Sp cial Olympics Special Smiles㊥)・ “I like
to think I got him started on that road,,, Sheff says ofPerlman.
She任is quick to share the credit for his success with his
pat en s’careglVerS. On this ay, Sheff treats Kristin McGovem,
an adult with autism. Her brother Peter, Who drives Kristin,
brother Andrew, and their other siblings from Braintree to
Newton for a pointm nts, is critical to the team. Peter gently
holds Kristin,s Iower body to keep her from fa11ing out ofthe
Chair・?ristin and Andrew are lucky because Peter is committed
to bringing them here, and they are we11 cared for,,, She鮮says.
``But not everyone has someone like Peter.,,
Sheff says getting patients in the door is one challenge for
SPeCial needs dentistry, but there are others. “It is hard for
Patients to find a dentist who treats patients with special needs,
and it shouldn,t be;, She任says.?e are not trainmg enOugh
dentists to do this kind ofwork・ We are ftngetting the basics, and
this is one ofthe basics’because every person deserves to have
good care.’’
Massachusetts covers cleamngS for patients with special needs
every three months. To the average person-Whose benefits gen-
erally cover two cleanmgS a year-that sounds great. But it is not
enough. Not only is it d珊cult for some patients to properly brush
and Hoss daily, but for those with careglVerS doing it for them, the
habit sometimes細工s by the wayside. On this day Kristin badly
needed a scaling but She鮮had already exhausted the amount the
State WOuld allow So he did it for free.
Sheff’s compassion extends beyond the dental o綿ce. He and
his wife Barbara own The Candleshop Im in York Beach, Maine,
Which, aS Barbara once said in a newspaper interview, “Is not
abou  making money. It,s about giving back to others and we have
always had someone in transition that helps with the imkeepmg.,,
The im offers vegetarian breakfasts and yoga直s larger goal is
helping people leam self-aWareneSS.
Sheff also chairs the Massachusetts Dental Society Standing
Committee to Prevent Abuse and Neglect-Which teaches dentists
to recognize and report bullying, abuse, and other crises-and
urges students and practicing dentists to get invoIved in this cause.
She任may not be a trendsetter’but he is definitely ahead ofthe
Curve When it comes to helpingpeople in need.澱
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MARSHALL SLOANE:
蘭醒醍醸開講講 圏囲圃
dvocating for special needs is a passion that was sparked in Dean’s
Advisory Board member and prominent business leader Marsha11
SIoane years ago by enthusiastic GSDM faculty member Dr. Steve
Perlman・ SIoane’s interest was piqued after hearmg Perlman’s
PreSentation on the Special Olympics Healthy Athletes⑪ Special Smiles⑪
PrOgram・ “Wha七Steve does is absolutely extraordinary, and the
a壮ention and support he’s been able to bring to this e塙ort is remarkable;’
SIoane says. Today, SIoane and his family are maJOr SuPpOrterS Of
Special Olympics Massachusetts (SOMA).
In 2010, the SIoane family chaired the “Let Me Be Brave Hall
Of Fame Gala’’benefitting Special Olympics Massachusetts
and helped raise over $4OO,OOO that evenmg. At the event,
PeI.lman received the Let Me Be Brave Award. Perlman-Who
Currently serves as the Senior GIobal Clinical Advisor to Specia1
01ympics HealthyAthletes Special Smiles-is only the second
individual to be inducted into the SOMA Ha11 of Fame; the first
WaS Special Olympics foundeI. Eunice Shriver. “RecelVing this
honor was an indescribable feeling;’says Dr. Perlman. “It is an
honor to be in the same class as Eunice Shriver and having my
BU family, and especially the SIoane family, there to support
me was so special.’’
SIoane was recruited to the GSDM Board ofVisitors-
now the Dean,s Advisory Board-by founding Dean Henry
M. Goldman and has been invoIved ever since, SerVlng aS
a trusted advisor to he School for over thirty years. Dean
Je批・ey W Hut er notes, “Marshall’s tremendous e鮮orts in
SuPPOrting special needs and his leadership role at the
School help raise public aw reness of our own efforts with
SPeCial need patien s.’’
Ioane and his wife, Barba a, are the sole o餓cers and trustees
Of t e Ma sha11 M. a d Barbara J. SIoane Private Foundation.
The  provide financial resources to nonprofit health care
PrOViders, human service organizations, and educational foun-
dations. The ntire SIoane family has devoted countless hours
and resources to causes that deeply a鮮ect the lives ofpeople
throughout Massachusetts. SIoane is also a member of the
Boston Un versity Board of Overseers.顕
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SDM has a long history with the Special OlympICS Healthy
Athletes⑪ Special Smiles㊥ initiative. Special Smiles was bom
in 1993, When Clinical Professor of Pediatric Dentistry Steve
Perlman PEDO 76, MSD 76 identi宜ed a serious shortage of dental
PrOfessionals willing and able to treat individuals with intellectual
disabilities. Perlman set out to address this need byjoinmg forces with
Special Olympics founder Eunice ShriveI., Who also happened to be the
Sister of Perlman,s patient, Rosemary Kennedy. Together, they developed
a program that would provide dental screenings and access to quality
health care to people with intellectual disabilities.
That year, they implemented Special Smiles at the Special
Olympics Massachusetts (SOMA) Games. The program was a
SuCCeSS and GSDM helped manage Special Smiles until it was o飴-
Cially recognized and adopted into the Special Olympics Healthy
Athletes initiative in 1997.
Since then, Special Smiles has slgnificantly expanded, with more
than 15O events taking place in over 40 countries each year. Tens
Ofthousands of athletes have been screened and have accessed the
health care system, Where they have received treatment that was
largely unavailal)le to them in the past. The program also co11ects
Standardized data on the oral health of Special OlympICS athletes
usmg a format they developed with help缶om the Division of Oral
Health at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
This data repor s reglOn-SpeCific information and has been used by
advocacy groups on several occasions to improve access to dental
Care for people with special needs.
Perlman-Who now serves as Senior GIobal Clinical Advisor
Of Special Smiles-has rec ived several prestigious awards, includ-
ing the Special Olympic  Spirit of China Award for global leader-
Ship n promo ing hum n dignity, a Lifetime Achievement Award
from the Ame ic n Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Foundation, a
HumanitarianAward from the Academy ofGeneral　網麟臨機齢
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Dentistry; and the George Cushing Award缶om the Chicago
Dental Society. He was also the second inductee to the
SOMA Ha11 of Fame (Shriver was the firsD and received an
honorary Doctor of Humane Le壮ers from A.T. Still
UniversityArizona SchooI of Dentistry & Oral Health.
Recognized for his extensive experience, Perlman also
Served as an advisor to the President,s Commi壮ee for
Persons with Intellectual Disabilities from 20O5 to 2OO6.
CIoser to home, Perlman has been leading the annual
Charge of GSDM students, faculty, and staffto the SOMA
Games for many years. Organized by Special Smiles Local
Co-COOrdinator and Associate Professor Dr. Paul Farsai
and Director ofAlumni Relations Ms. Stacey McNamee,
GSDM volunteers unsel宜shly donate their time and ski11s
to screen, hand out oral health and provider information,
and make mouth guards for hundreds of athletes at the
Special Smiles tent. Students from other dental and hygiene
SChooIs in the Boston area have also participated over
the years.
“It insplreS me tO WatCh the students interact-
mg With the athletes, having fun, and worIdng with
role model educators. By working togetheIrdl the
VOlunteers are helping to improve the quality of
life and access to care for children and adults with
inte11ectual disabilities,’’Perlman says. “This event
is also very special to me because it’s where it all
Started back in 1993.?
Longtime Special Smiles volunteer Dean
Je紺ey W Hutter observes, “Each time I volunteer
at this event I am overw血elmed by its success and
by how Steve Perlman, One Of our alums, found and
addressed such an extensive need fbr Oral health
Care. He is a wonderful example ofhow helping one person can lead
to helping hundreds, then thousands, and now millions around the
globe. I hope that each student who has volunteered had the oppor-
tunity to meet and become inspired by Perlman.’’
One example ofPerlman’s positive influence on GSDM students
is Katy Bednar’s DMD 12 experience. Bednar宜rst leamed of
Perlman’s work at a young age when her two sisters were patients
at the private practiCe dedicated to pediatric dentistry that Perlman
Shares with Dr. Michael Koiden in Lym, Massachuse廿S.
According to Katy, “I was fortunate that once I came to BU I was
able to do one ofmyAPEX rotations in their o能ce. Dr. Perlman has
an enormous gift for working with children, aS Well as patients with
SPeCial needs. He is a tremendously generous and carmg individual
With a unlque al)ility.’’
⇒制銘肝綱粥親潮輔瞳鵬鏡闘y館絶結ぶ流楠鯨稽繍融れ鵜醜満場
鰯繭廃車謙購擁嬢巌謝暁醜羅毎鵜鱗触麟鋤鵜弼雛:
http:〃resou rces,SPeCiaIoIympics,Org/Sections/Hea皿y_Athletes
Resources。aSPX。
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In addition to leaming from
Perlman in a clinical se廿ing,
Katy also wanted to get invoIved
in Special Smiles. “Back in June
[2010], I volunteered at the
Massachusetts Special OlymplCS.
In e day I must have made over
50 mouth guards and received
as many hugs. Youjust can’t beat
that-I was hooked!,, she recalls.
Perlman later invited Bednar to travel to the 201O National
Special OlymPics in Lincoln, Nebraska, Where she agam Partici-
pated in the Special Smiles outreach efforts. The 2010 event was
One Of Healthy Athletes’most successful, With a total of4,768
free health scr enlngS COnducted; Special Smiles alone screened
approximately 977 athletes. While in Nebraska, Bednar was also
asked to participate in the Special Olympics USA National Games
Health Symposium: Improving Health for People with Inte11ectual
Disabilities-Policy, Practice, nd Possibility. She served as a stu-
dent representative to the panel discussion titled “Health Providers:
Ready, Willing and Able?’’
Bednar raves about the experience and believes that it taught
her an important life lesson: AIways try something new “The
greatest advice I can pass on to other students is to get outside the
Classroom, OutSide the clinic, and find your niche and your passion.
It is amazing the opportunities that exist ifyoujust get invoIved.
And GSDM has a tremendous group of alumni who are more than
Wi11ing to help you;’she says.漢
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A量ums Make UP Ha案fofMDS 2O漢書
Ten Under lO
○○The most fu営fi音〇°
ing mOmentS a「e
When the b「aces
COme O情and a
Patient sees their
beaut軸○○ White,
Wi「eless smile for
the fi「st time。′一
-Yoe/ Frydm。n DMD O5
Five GSDM aiums were named on the Massachusetts
Dental Society’s (MDS’s) prestigious Ten Under lO list
for 20廿Mark Doherty 」r" ENDO O5; Yae看F「ydman
DMD O5; 」ared Reid DMD O4; Anubha K, Sacheti
PEDO O8; and Frank Schiano DMD O6′ AEGD O7,
Since 2005, the JoumoI offhe Mossochuse出s
Dent。ISociety has amuaily selected ten MDS mem-
ber dentists who have been in the profession for ten
Or fewer years and have made a slgnificant contribu-
tion to the profession′ their community, Or Organized
dentistry〃 GSDM is extremeiy proud this year to call
five oftheseten ourown.
Each dentist was interviewed by the Joumol about
their careers and what they like best about dentistry,
Dri Doherty said′ ‘’=ove interacting with patients,
diagnosing disease, and eradicating orai infection
and pain:′
According to orthodontist Dr" Frydman, ′‘丁he
most fuif冊ng moments are when the braces come
Off and a patient sees their beautifui, White, Wireiess
Smiie for the first time.′′
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Dr" Reid said, lli wake up every momingthr川ed to
get to practice dentistry"’’He aiso sha「ed his experi-
ence working in private practice with his fathe「,
feiIow ium 」 mes Reid ENDO 80, 82, adding, llIt′s
been hugeiy helpful to work aio=gSide a resource
like my dad鵜h  is a constant source of wise advice,
Havlng a truSted′ Caring Partner With 40 yea「s of
experience is invaluabl  to me as a young dentist,′′
Dr" Sacheti ais  mentioned her famIiy, She said′
lli think beinga parent makes me a better pediatric
dentis " l have a gre ter understanding of the cha」
ienges that my patients′ parents face, l have leamed
man ricks t  convince my two-and-a-half-year-OId
daughter t  brush her teeth!′′
Dr。 Schianotaiked about what it,s liketo work in
a community heaith center setting‥ llAs a community
heaith center dentist, i get to travei the world with-
Out ieaving my Office. 1 have met people from almost
every ethnic′ CulturaI′ and reiigIOuS background you
C n magine.′’臆
野州㊦千〇睦Y終A」鱗AN ZA掠A鵡艦Y
(I-r) Susan BaiouI ORTHO
O9,叩Jack Bednar
OR丁HO 75; Acodemy
President GiuIiono Moino;
。nd M, Gabrieia Marquez
‾」う軌D O3, OR草間の㊨6.
AしUMS COME HOME TO TA」K
ABOU臆し8FE AF丁ER S⊂HOOし
Atthefirst amuai GSDM Career FairApr旧1,
aiumni we「e on hand to take questionsfrom
SOOn-tO-be graduates, Each aium took a dif-
ferent career path and taiked about the dec主
Sions facing new graduates,
Frank Schiano DMD O6, AEGD O7 said′
II丁his is an exciting time, but remember′ What
you select in the next sixweekswon’t be what
you haveto doforthe rest ofyourcareer.’’
W冊am Gordon DMD 88′ ORTHO 9O
added′ ’’Foiiow your passion′ think with your
head and heart′ and ifyou don’tyet know
What yourca「eer passion is, take a yearor
two to figure it out.′′
Shadi Daher
DMD 90′ OMFS
94 encouraged
Students to come
up with a five-year
Pian. ’‘丁hink about
you「seif and your
famiiy, Where you
hope to live′ Where
youw用behapp主
est practicingi Then reach outto alums who
PurSued a simiiarfive-year Plan and learn
What they did to achieve their goais.’’
Many students in the audience wanted
to know what the alums, aS POtentiai hiring
managers′ WOuid iook for when hiring a recent
grad or associate, Mitch Sabbagh DMD 87
answered, ‘‘丁he key is confidencei Confidence
in your ab冊es and yourdegree′ but you should
aiso demonstrate a w冊ngness to leam and an
understanding of the type of practice you are
applying tO and the community it serves.’’
丁ina VaIades DMD 84 added, llBefore
acceptinga position, be sureto leam howthe
Patients of the practice are shared, the sk用s
and work styie of the dentist you’li be associ-
ated with (if appIicabie), the socioeconomics
Of the patient popuiation you用be servl=g,
and how the compensation is structu「ed-a
Salaried position versus having to produce X
amount of patients,’’
丁he panei agreed that the most important
thing students can do to become competitive
in thejob market isto “finish dentai schooi
On time!′′
‘’Make the most of you「 remainlng time
at schoo上′′ said Dr, Schiano. “Show up every
moming =ke it′s yourjob and stayaii day.’’
Foliowing the panei discussion, Students
Visited with the neariy 20 vendors in atten-
danceto leam aboutjob opportunities,臆
M漢CHAEL RUSSO CON丁音NUES
STREAK AS TOP NH DEN丁8S丁
For th second consecutive year, Michael
Russo DMD96′ ENDO99was picked as a
‘‘topDentist′′ by his peers, New H。mpShire
。gOZine organizes the amuai survey and
Prints their results in the August issue; Visit
WWWiuSatOPdentists,COm tO View them,
in  letter to Russo, tOPDentists LLC
Managing Pa「tner Mark Barkley wrote,
llBecause dentists and specialists throughout
N w Hampshire cast thousands of ‘votes′ on
the abiiities of other dentists and speciaiists,
and because listing cannot be purchased,
inclusion in topDentists is considered a sin-
guiar ho or・ Our congratuiations on being
honored by your peers,′’
GSDM congratuiates you too′ Mike!臆
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ORTHO A」UMS RE⊂ONNE⊂丁′
しEC丁URE A丁EX丁REME」Y
POPUしAR園丁ALY EVEN丁
Alumni m t in BoIogna March 31-Aprii 2 for
the VI Congresso Nazionaie Accademia
itaiiana Di Ortodonzia○
○n the first day of lectures-devoted to
Management of Edentouious and Extraction
Spaces-」ack Bednar ORTHO 75 and M,
Gabrie a Marquez DMD O3, ORTHO O6 jointiy
PreSented “Selecting Anchorage: Which, Why,
and When:’The event was expected to draw
300 peopie; 600 showed up○
○n the topic of Periodont訓y-FaciIitated
Orthodontics, Susan Baloul ORTHO O9, 11
PreSented “ls Surgery the Answer to Fast
rthodontic Movement?ll
A third day of lectures addressed expansion.
NEW OMFS A」UM PUB」8SHED
音N ACOMS JOURNAし
When he′s not saving iives in the air (see
/mpres ions Spring 20「「, Aiumni News,
Mohammed Nade「shah OMFS 1「 Heroicaliy
Saves a Life on Transatiantic Flight), D「,
Mohammed Nade「shah is doing impressive
rese rch on the ground. OOOOE (Or。I
Surg ry, Or。I Medicine′ OroI PothoIogy, OroI
Rodiology ond EndodonでoIogy)′ the joumai
Of he America  Coiiege of Oral and
Max用ofaciai Surgery (ACOMS), Pubiished
Nadershah′s research that was the basis
for his poster′ ‘‘Venous Anastomoses Using
Microvascular Coupier in
F「ee Flap Head and Neck
Reconstruction,’′
‘’丁he research
PreSented is a
retrospective study
that compares the
COuPier device against
the traditionaI hand-SeWn teChnique fo「
microv scular venous anastomoses in head
and neck reconstruc on with free fiaps,’′
Nadershah expiains  In Aprii, he won the
b st poster awa d for this presentation at the
ACOMS 32nd Annuai Scientific Conference
and Exhibition. Dr. Andrew Saiama served as
Nadershah′s mentor,臆
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器患国事
ne歓格
Our Newest A音ums Face Cha11enges,
Gain Fresh Perspectives in Mexico
and Nicaragua
TEACAPAN, MEXICO I For three consecutive
Weeks each year, the chiidren in a smaIi Mexican
fishing v川age caiIed Teacapan receive dentai care
from Project Stretch voIunteers; the other 49 weeks
Of the year dentai care is largeiy unavaiiabie to
them。 Under the leadership of Assistant Director of
Extramural Programs Kathy HeId′ GSDM voIunteers
have participated in a weekiong portion of this trip
for severai years rumlng,
Repeat voluntee「s′ SuCh as Ciinica! Assistant
Professor Dr, Frank Schiano, rePOrt a Visibie differ-
ence between the orai health ofthe chiidren who
Visit the ciinic each year and those who don’t;
POSitive improvements are ciear in the children
Who receive yeariy treatment,
丁his year, VOlunteers decided that the visits weren’t
a旧heyweregoingto doto heipthe chiidren of
丁eacapan-they wanted to introduce an educationai
COmPOnent tO teaCh and empower the ch=dren
to take better care of their teeth, So, Liz Monte「o
DMDl「 tookwhat she had leamed as a longtime
Program Whitecoat voiunteer and translated it
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into a Spanish-Ianguage presentation, Swooping
into a ioc l ciass「oom fiIied with 125 chiidren whiie
dress d in a C ptain Cavity Fighter purple cape,
Monte「o gave an int ractive presentation teaching
the chiidren about the negative impact some of their
favorite sugary f od and drinks can have on their
t ethi he even had some ofthe chiidren dress up as
teeth with germs and bacteria to show the benefits
Of brushing regularly-and the consequences of not
doing so,
l10n the last outreach trip we reaIized that an edu-
Cationai compo ent wouid be usefuI when we saw
many ofthe children waiting to see the dentists,′′
expiains Held. “丁hey were brushing their teeth in
PreParation for theirtum in the chair and they were
br∪shing for less than ten seconds.’′
After Montero gave the initiai presentation′ She and
HeId taught the Amigos de 7-eocopon-a grOuP Of
mainiy retired expatriates who oversee the clinic-
how to give the l sson′ and the Amigos continued
teaching the children throughout the week.
Liz Montero DMD 71 dressed
OS Coptoin Covity Hghte写
With children from leocopon
しiz Montero
DMD 11 even
had some ofthe
Chi漢dren d「ess
up as teeth
With germs and
bacteria to show
the benefits
Of b「ushing
「egu!arly鵜and
the consequences
of not doing so葵
Le笹謝鰍筋掃欄A柾のn貧s弱
DMD招
Right:的medA/enezi D勅の7了
StLjden亡video sti//s from
Nicoroguo cmd Mexico. For
more videos′ Visit BU丁bday,
Aiong with felIow GSDM voiunteers Alexandra
Antonescu DMD l「 and Ciinicai Assistant P「ofessor
Dr" 」emifer Sonc而, Montero, Held′ and Schiano
Performed 350 de=tai exams′ PIaced 900 sealants,
and extracted 3「 teeth. They ali say their busy week
WaS a WOnderfui ieam-ng eXPerience-gueSS the
Chiidren of Teacapan weren′t the only ones who got
SOmething out ofthe trip!
Watch the video on BU fod。y,
RIOSAN 」UAN, NiCARAGUA I DMD 20「1 grads
A音i Mahin Arastu, Gu看ia Muca, and Maria Honorado
traveied to Rio San 」uan, Nicaragua with the San
」uan Rio Reiief Organization to bring orai heaith
OutreaCh to the poverty-Stricken region, Leam
What their experience was iike from a coliection of
Videos they fiimed during the trip, nOW On GSDM′s
You丁ube site,
COPPER CANYON, MEXICO I Hamed Aienezi
DMDl「 and Adeel Khan DMDl「 traveied to Mexico
in eariy March to participate in a 12-day elective
extemship ln the Copper Canyon region as part of
a smail outreach team, This trip was af帥ated with
Liga lntemationai/丁he Flying Doctors of Mercy, but
featured fewer voIunteers than usual; 」uSt the two
GSDM students and iongtime trip organizer Dr, Fred
Kaiinoff participated,
丁he group provided out「each to children and adults
in severai areas of Mexico。 Participants inciuded
the Tarahumara indians, Who in recent years have
gained而emational fame for their distance-rum-ng
ab冊es′ mOSt nOtabiy in the best-Seli-ng book, Bom
to Run: A Hidden Tribe, Superothlete5, Ond fhe Greotest
Roce fhe World H。S Never Seen, by Christopher
McDougali. Khan said that prior to the trip, he’d
read the bookand was amazed to meet some of
the ch racte「s while in Copper Canyon. During a
bre k from the outreach activities, Dr. Ka而off aiso
Participated in the Copper Canyon Uitra Marathon
On March 6,
in contrast to some ofthe other Liga trips, POrtions
Ofthis mission were spent fact-finding and travei-
ing tO neW areaS tO gauge the need for outreach
SerVices"丁hey faced cha=enges; tranSPOrtation
between remote areas of Mexico can be tricky and
the trio often experienced delays when travei-ng
from place to piace" Aienezi aiso got sick, Which
made it hard for him to care foras many patients
as hewouId have liked・ llForthese kinds oft「ips,
you mustgowith an open mind′′′ says Khan. “There
a「e bound to befrustrations′ butyou w用getto see
beautiful scenery, traVel to destinations you might
not otherwise have the opportunity to visit, and pro-
Vide d ntai car to some ofthe mostgracious and
thankfui peopie you may ever meet,′′
ll丁hese trips are incredible ieamlng eXPeriences,
丁heyteach you to not be so rigid and to let
go of certain ways of doingthings, And hebing
the patients on this trip was reaily rewarding,′′
Alenezi adds,
Both students Iook forward to voiunteering on
future missions.
Go to Fiickr nd F cebookfor Khan’s photos of
experience and more photos from other
missions. |
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Kathy Alikhani DMD 88, ENDO 9O is serv-
ing as a guest boa「d member on the Board of
丁rustees of the Massachusetts DentaI Society.
She is a member ofthe Society′s Leadership
i nstitute.
NicoIe Hoang DMD 97 is busy practicing in
the San Francisco Bay Area and enjoying life
tremendousiy with her husband, Henry′ and
何　照合　夏場霊鷲
two Iittle girls, Emma
and Beiia。 She says, lli
am lovingthe art of
PraCticing dentistry
and at the same time
being my own boss.
l am sothankful for
my education and feel
so bIessed to have
been a part of Boston
U niversity,′′
Mi「a Perkovic DMD
97 and husband′ 」ose
Lopez DMD 97′ AEGD
98, SPent the summer
COnStruCting a new
bu柑ng fortheir den-
tal practice in British
CoIumbia.
Elaine Wu′ daughter
of 」ames Wu OMFS
97, is foiiowing ln
her dad′s footstepsi
She was accepted
to the seven-year
Liberai Arts/DentaI
Education Program at
BU and entered the Co=ege of Arts & Sciences
in September,
Marie=a Boni=a Como「s DMD OO′ PEDO
O2 took a newjob as a pediatric de=tist at
FaImouth Dental Associates on Cape Cod,
CongratuIations to Mani Mou漢azadeh DMD
OO′ AEGD O「, ENDO O3; Thomas Bianchi
ENDO O3; and G看en Eisenhuth ENDO O6.
Aii three recentIy became dipiomates of the
American Board of Endodontics.
Ma「ia Ca「denas AEGD O「, DMD O4 welcomed
a baby.
Frank Schiano′ CAS O「′ DMD O6, AEGD O7′
director of dentistry at Fenway Community
Health Center, WaS featured in Boston Business
Joum。I in August,
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Fong Wong PROS O2′ MSD O3 was awa「ded
tenure and promoted to associate professor at
the University of Fiorida College of Dentistry
effective 」uiy 「,
Assistant Professor of Orai Surgery Hussam
Batal OMFS O3 and his wife Arghavan weI-
comed a baby boy, 」ason Nicholas, On Aprii 25.
Young Son DMD O4, AEGD O5 became an
officer in the U,Si Army Dental Corps and is
stationed in South Korea,
AIice P, Chen DMD O5 opened Red Rock Kids
Dentai, a Pediatric dentai practice in Las Vegas′
Nevada and had a baby named Bianca,
Mara Green AEGD O5 weicomed a baby,
Mukunda Dogiparthi DMD O6 opened Steriing
SmiIes in Nashua, New Hampshire on 」uly 29"
Afsheen Lakhani DMD O6, AEGD O7
weicomed twins.
Ap「il AIfo「d ENDO O7 married Gabriel Boustani
MSDO3′ PERIOO3, DMDO6on May 22.
Maria Moser AEGD O7′ DMD O9 weicomed
a baby.
Dalia Meisha SPH O8, ORTHOl「 and her hus-
band, Adei Aizahran主WeIcomed their second
chiid′ babygiri Youmn, On Feb「uary 8.
Danie=eong OMFS O9 and wife Pauiine
weicomed baby Abiga= Grace on May li She
Weighed 7 pounds 9 ounces.
Orai surgery feiiow 2010-1「 Ahmad AIshadwi
was recently married,
Diana Paczesny ENDO 「O was married on 」uly 「6○
○ral surgery feiIow 2010-「1 Cristobai Quevedo
married in February.
Faysal Succaria PROS IO became a dipiomate
of the American Board of Prosthodontics,
David B看ackbu「n OR丁HO l「 and his wife,
Christine, WeIcomed their son′ Wade David,
on March 31, Wade joins his siste「s′ 」ordan
and Cora, Biackbum joined the staff at Appie
Orthodontix in Frisco,丁exas this summer.
」an O「tiz ORTHO 11 and Ya「itza Vazquez
PERIO O9weicomed a babygiri′ Zoe lsabeiii′
on November16′ 20「0.
B「andon Meier OMFS 11 is joining the office of
Dr, Peter Theoha dis, Who practices oraI sur-
ge「y in South Yarmouth, Massachusetts"
Abhishek Mogre OMFS ○○ is joining a partne「
(Dr, AshokVeeranki) in an orai surgery p「ac-
tice in Ca冊omia, With offices in Manteca and
丁racy" He and his wife weicomed a babyglri′
Sharva Mogre, On Apr岨
Mohammed Nadershah OMFS 11 is staying at
Boston Medicai Center for a one-year fe=ow-
ship in oncoIogy and microvascular reconstruc-
tion with Assistant Professor and Associate
Director of Residency Training Dr. Andrew
Saiama,
Georges Trabou看si PERiO 12 welcomed baby
giri Sophia Marie on Apri1 11・
・ Srinivas Ayilava「apu DScD O8, PERIO lO
eamed his board certification from the
American Board of Periodontoiogy,
Trevor Ncal DMD ll Wins Massachusetts
S q脚s  Champ量OnShip
丁「evor Neai DMD 11 was recently crowned champIOn Of the
Ma sachusetts 4,O Division in squash" A former member of the
Boston University squash team, Neal has been piay-ng SmCe age
「「 but didn′t pIay regula「ly untiI college′ When he was a member of
the McGi= Unive「sity Varsity Squash Team from 2OO2 to 2OO6"
The Massachusetts tournament was heid a= over the state,
beginning in 」anua「y and ending with the championship game in Ap「il" Neai defeated
David Siegie at Harvard′s Murr Courts for the win"
Visit www,fiick「,COm/Photos/bu_dentai to see photos from recent aIumni events′
inciudingthe amua- CE -ecture and AEGD alumni reunion and the Ame「ican Association
of Orthodontists reception in Chicago in May"
Michaei Rubin PROS 73 passed away Aprii
20, Hewas66.
Prior to attending GSDM, Dr. Rubin gradu-
ated from the Columbia University Schooi
Of Dentai and Oral Surgery in 1969 and
SerVed as a U.S, Army dentai officer fortwo
years. After recelVing his prosthodontics and
impiant dentistry deg「ee here, he assumed
the position of assistant clinicai professor of
PrOSthetic dentistry at GSDM.
He became active in orga=ized dentistry,
t「aveiing throughout Massachusetts and the
United Statesto speak. He was a member
DONATIONS CAN
BE SENTTO ANY
OF THE FOししOWING
ORGANIZATIONS:
Americon He0r士
Associ。亡ion′
20 Speen StreeL
Fromingh。m,
M0SSOChusetts O7707
No亡iono/ Kidney
Foundotion of
Moss。Chuse丑s,
85 Astor Avenue,
Suite 2,
Norwood,
Mossochusetts O2062
M0SSOChusetts Dento/
Society Foundotion,
2 Wil/ow StreeL
Suite 200′
Sou亡hborough,
Mos50Chu5e丑S O1754
Of Omicron Kappa
Upsilon′ the American
Dentai Association,
the Massachusetts
Dental Society, the
American Coilege of
Prosthodontics, and the
lntemationai Coliege
Of Dentist「y, He was
also on the Board of
Directors of the Eastem
Dentists lnsurance
Company,
Dr. Rubin was active
in his communityas
We廿He served on
SeVeral committees at
丁empie Beth日ohim in
Weiiesiey and as vice
PreSident of the execu-
tive board from 1992 to
1996, Hewasa mem-
ber of the Weilesley
Youth Commission
from 1987 to 1993 and
the Heaith and Sex Education Committee′
and was a town meeting member in 1992, He
beionged to the Weiiesley-Weston Human
Relations Service and served as president of
its Board of Trustees from 1999 to 2000.
Dr. Rubin en」Oyed ciassicai music and
SPOrtS′ including Red Sox basebail′ gOif, Skiing,
hiking, and swimming,
He is survived by his wife of43 years, Gail;
daughters 」oceiyn and Nicoie; a SOn, 」ared;
and grandchiidren Gus′ Eii, and Lanai
Siamak (Samy) Parsa DMD 93 passed away
」anua「yl「 aftera b「ief川ness, D「- Parsa was
iivlng in Teh「an and run…=g a SuCCeSSful
COSmetic dental practice" He is survived by his
Wife′ Famaz; his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Parsa;
his sister, Sety; and a niece and nephew,
丁he Annua! Fund Leadership Giving Societies recognize unrestricted g砕ts of
$7′000 or more踊,de between JuIy 7, 2070 ond June 30′ 2077 fo 。ny Boston University
HenIγ M GoIdmon 5choo/ of DentoI Medicine Amuol fund, Through fheir vis/on ond
generosity, these donors 。re 。n inspirotion fo others.
President′s Associates
($10,000十)
Dr. Sudha Sesha Chinta,
Danviiie Endodontics,
inc.
Dr。 Roger P. Desiiets 」r.,
Centrai New England
Endodontics
Dr. 」os ph Miiis
Drs. Emesto M. Mu=er
and Vera Kiein Mu=er
Dr. Ronaid G. Weissman,
Gentie DentaI
Dean’s CIub ($5,000-
$9′999)
Dr. Phi巾S. Badaiamenti
Dr. Daniel S. Budasoff
Dr. Timothy S. Colton
Dr. Ray Engiish 」r,
Dr. 」ames」oseph Fasy
Dr. Nichoias 」ohn Manzoii′
Central New England
Endodontics
Dr. Guido Riess
Benefactor ($2,50O-
$4,999)
Dr. 」ohn Frederic
Guarente
Dr. Christopher V, Hughes
Dr. Robert L. 1bsen
Dr. 」udith A. 」ones
Dr" Wook「Dong Kim
Dr. 」ohn C. McManama
Dr・ PeterTuan-Son T. Ngo
Dr" Frank G. Oppenheim
Dr. Michaei P. Russo,
Centrai New England
Endodontics
Dr. 」ohn Siu
Dr.」ames」.Wu
Dr. Donaid Chung-Fu Yu
Executive Circie
(隼1, 0-$2,499)
Dr. Louay Abrass
Dr. Craig M. Alien
Dr. Er c G. Anderson
Dr, Georgann Louise
Apga「
」ames B. Arpin, Esq.
Dr. 」effrey A. Becker
Dr. Alan Berko
Dr. Howard Bittner
Dr. Eric W. Biudau
Dr. G, Matthew Brock
Dr. Gilman W. Car「
Dr. David Comeau
Dr. Shadi Daher
Dr. ArthurA. Daniels」r.
Dr. Aian K. DerKazarian
Dr, Mark Bryant
DesRosiers
Dr. Stephen M. Desrosiers
Dr, Gien A. Eisenhuth
Dr. Maria Luisa E‖zondo
Dr. Kambiz Fotoohi
Drs, Pauia and Emanuel
Friedman
Dr. Anita Gohel and Mr.
Raj Gohei
Dr. Claudia M. Grail
Dr, Sven F. Graii
Dr. 」oseph H. Greiner
Dr. Michael S. Hauser
Dr. Raiph D. Hawkins
Dr. Thomas K. Hawley
Dr. Yoeng Ku Hoe
D「. Herbert Marshaii
Hughes
Dr. Geri R. Hunter
Dr. Sok-」a 」anket
Dr・ W o-」in Kang
Dr. Ghassan Anthony
Khoury
Dr. 」ong」in K了m
Dr. 」ongYub Kim
Mr. Tae Deug Kim
Dr. Wook-Dong Kim
Dr. Lesiie Wiii Kuo
Dr. Dal-Ho Lee
Dr. BingLiu
Dr. CharlesT. Loo
Dr. Celeste V, Kong
Maness
Mrs. Madaiyn L Mann
Dr. Sorin Radu Marinescu
Dr. Robe「t」. Miiier
Dr. 」ohn Patrick Morgan
Dr, Richard P, Mungo
Dr. Negar Melanie
NasserIPOur
Dr. Peter C. Niarhos
Dr. 」osephine C. Pandoifo
Dr. Nicole 」. Paquette
Dr. Chui-Wan Park
Dr. Won-」eong Park
Dr. Sanjay N. Patei
Dr. Gregory F. Pezza
Dr. 」oseph Edward Pezza
Dr. Albert Merri‖ Price
Dr. So-Young Rhim
Dr. Steven E. Roberts
Ms, Leila 」oy Rosenthai
Dr. Angeia Valenziano
Ross
Dr. Michaei A. Rubin
D . Mitche= V. Sabbagh
Dr. Gregory W. Sanford
Dr, Ramzi Sarkis and Mrs.
Catherine Frankl Sarkis
Dr. Dougias S. Schiidhaus
Ms. Micheiie Tayior-Pimey
Dr. 」ames N. Thiei
Dr" Tina Vaiades Tu=berg
Dr. Rog 」. Wise
Dr. Kent H. Wyatt
Drs. Yaniing 」iang and
丁ao Xu
Dr. Hideo Yamamoto
Dr. Yueh-Liang Yang
Dr. Henry C. Yu
Young Aiumni
Dr. Shadi Abedin
Dr. Adeia Agoiii
Dr」ose Gilberto
Arc而egas
Dr. 」asvinder Singh
Badwaiz
Dr. Adriana Baiz
Dr. Rares N, Deca
Dr, Mohammed Khaiil
Fahmi
Dr, Andrea M. Fraser
Dr. Carmen Garcia
Dr. Zachary U. Kano
Dr, Miranda 」anine Lucht
Dr, Derek Charies Metzger
Dr, Prithvi Raj Krishna
Moorthi
Dr. 」amily F. Pedro
Dr. Kadambari Dhana
RawaI
Dr. Ka刑een Rigden
Dr, Muhenad Samaan
Dr, Taiia Schechter
Dr. Frank Edwin Schiano
Dr・ Steven ShapirO
Dr. Paras Shrestha
Dr. Shervin Tabeshfar
Dr. Shai「aja Thaker
Dr. Bradiey Woiand
Dr. Marita Zguri
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Boston University Henry M, Goldman
Schooi of Dentai Medicine recognizes and
thanks the fo=owing donors who contrib-
uted to the Schooi between 」uiy 「, 2010
and 」une 30′ 2011,
$与,000一$9,999
American Heart Association
Dr. Phiiip S, BadaIamenti
Dr. Daniel S. Budasoff
Dr. Timothy Coiton
Eastem Dentists insurance
Company
Dr. Ray Engiish 」r.
Dr. 」ames 」oseph Fasy
Mrs. Rhoda L. Franki
Dr. Nicholas 」ohn Manzoii,
Centrai New England
Endodontics
Dr, Guido Riess
Sirona Dentai Systems
Southern Arizona Endodontics
Wm. Wrigley 」r. Company
Foundation
$2′5〇〇〇$4′999
BiueCross BiueShieid of
Massachusetts
Dr. 」ohn Freder了c Guarente
Dr. Christopher V, Hughes
lbsen Family Trust
Dr. Daniel C」eong
Dr. 」udith A. 」ones
Dr. Wook-Dong Kim
Dr. 」ohn C. McManama
Dr. PeterTuan-Son T. Ngo
Dr. Frank G. Oppenheim
Dr. Michael P. Russo, Central
New Engiand Endodontics
Dr.」ohn Siu
洋⊥
擬蛙nd 」une 30′ 2011
$25,000 +
American Association of
Endodontists Foundation
Anonymous
Denta Quest
Dentspiy intemationai inc.
Dr. Ronald Goidstein,
Goldstein, Garber &
Salama LLC
Dr. Robert L. 1bsen
ViTA Zahnfabrik
$10,000-$24,999
Acteon North America
Central New Engiand
Endodontics
Dr. Sudha Chinta, Danv川e
Endodontics lnc.
Dr. Roger P. Desilets 」r.,
Central New Engiand
Endodontics
Dr. 」onathan B. Levine
Dr. David Paul Lustbader
and Mrs. Wendy Engel
Lustbader
Dr. 」oseph Miiis
Drs. Ernesto M. and Vera Klein
Mu=er
Rosztoczy Foundation
Vident
Dr. Ronald G, Weissman,
Gentle Dental
Dr. Tina Marie Valades
Tu=berg
Dr.」ames」.Wu
Dr. D nald Chung-Fu Yu
$1,000-$2′499
3M ESPE Dentai Products
Dr. Louay Abrass′ Micro
Endodontics, LLC
Ace Surgical Supply Co., lnc,
Drs. Craig M. Alien and Nicoie
」. Paquette
Dr. Eric G. Anderson
Dr. Georgann Louise Apgar
Dr. KuIminder Bahi
Dr, 」effrey A, Becker
Dr. Avram Simeon Berger
Dr. Aian Berko
Dr, Howard Bittner
Dr. Eric W. Biudau′ Emerald
Coast Endodontics LLC
Dr. G. Matthew Brock
Bulfinch Group lnsurance
Agency L」C
Dr. David G. Burros′ Southem
Arizona Endodontics
Dr. Michael L Cahoon
Dr. 」oseph M. Caiabrese and
Mrs. Michele A. Caiabrese
Dr, Susan M、 Camacho
Dr. Gilman W. Carr
Dr. 」ohn C. Cataudeila, Oral
Surgery South P.C.
Centrai Mass Orai Surgery
Dr. Chri topher Clancy′
Worcester Orai Surgery′ PC
Dr. David Comeau
Dr. Shadi Daher
Dr. ArthurA. Daniels」r.
DENTSPLY Endodontics
Dr. Aian K. DerKazarian
Dr. Mark Bryant DesRosiers
Dr. Stephen M. Desrosiers
Dr. Serge Nicoias Dibart
Dr. Richard D’innocenzo
Discus Hoidings lnc,
Dr. Christopher Douvilie,
Southern Arizona
Endodontics
Dr. Kenneth Drizen
Dr. Stephen C, DuLong
Dr. GIem Eisenhuth′ Friday and
Saturday Endodontics, PC
Dr. Maria Luisa Eiizondo
Dr. Margaret R. Errante
Dr. Neai H. Fleisher
Dr. Kambiz Fotoohi
Dr. Stephen 」oseph Frame
Drs. Paula K. and Emanuei
Friedman
D . Rau=sidro Garcia
Dr 」asjit Singh Giii, Worcester
Oral Surgery, PC
Dr. Russeil A. Giordano ii
Giobal Surgicai Corporation
Dr.Anita Gohel and Mr, Raj
Gohei
M s. Greerand Gerry Goidman
Dr. Wi=iam Michael Gordon
Drs.Sven F andClaudia M.
Graii
Dr. 」oseph H. Greiner
Drs, Andre Hashem and
Christin  Lo
Dr. Michael S. Hauser
Dr. Dean Miller Hauseman
町Southern Arizona
Endodontics
Dr. Ralph D. Hawkins
Dr. Thomas K" Hawiey
D . Eva 」. Helmerhorst
Dr. Yoeng Ku Hoe
Mr. Kevin G. Holland
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Marsha=
Hughes
Dr. 」ohn R, Hughes, Southem
Arizona Endodontics
Dr. 」ustin Hughes, Southem
Arizona Endodorltics
Dr. Geri R. Hunter
Ydron巾vory DMD 94 Director of Deve/opmen士Kimberty Br。nC。
Visi書s Dr. 7bvoryt; Privote pr。dice, P。tients居rst Denでis中扉n West
Pa/m Be。Ch, 「Iorido. AIso photogr。phed: [ydio De/godo′ Omce
0dministro to購
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J伽`el,yenka D朋D 96 Dr Cervenkds privofe pradice is /ocoted ;n
Wdrwick, Rhode /sIond,
Dean and Mrs」effrey W. Hutter
Dr. and Mrs.」osephA. izzi Sr.
Dr. Zhimon Y. 」acobson
Dr. Sok-」a 」anket
Drs. Yaniing」iangand Tao Xu
Dr. M. Marianne 」urasic
Dr。 Woo」in Kang
Kerr Corporation
Drs. Ghassan A, Khoury and
丁henfa Kazou, Kappa Dental
Group
Dr. Thomas B. Kiigore
Dr. 」ong-」in Kim
Dr.」ongYub Kim
Mr. Tae Deug Kim
Kiockner of North America, lnc.
Dr. Leslie Wili Kuo
Dr. Dal-Ho Lee
Dr. Cataldo W. Leone
D . H rold 」. Levin
Dr. Euger Lin′ Mariborough
O.M.S., PC
D . Bing Liu
Londonderry Orai Surgery, LLC
Dr. Charles T. Loo, Ridgewood
Endodontics′ LLC
Dr. Phi=p L. Maioney
Dr. Celeste V. Kong Maness
Mrs. Madalyn L. Mam
Dr. Sorin Radu Marinescu
Dr. Pushkar Mehra
Dr. Robert 」. M川er
Dr. 」ohn Patrick Morgan
Dr. Richard P. Mungo
Dr. Negar Meianie NasserlPOur
D . Dan Nathanson
Dr. Peter C. Niarhos
Nobei Biocare USA LLC
North Shore DentaI
Laboratories lnc.
Drs. 」os phine C. Pandolfo and
Spiro Saati
Dr. C ul-Wan Park
Dr. Won一」eong Park
Dr. Sanjay N. Patel, Highlands
Ranch Endodontics′ PC
Dr. Gregory F. Pezza, Pezza
Orthodontics
Dr. 」oseph E. Pezza, Pezza
Orthodontics
Dr. Aibert Merriil Price
Dr. So-Young Rhim
Dr. Dougias N. R=s
Dr. Steven E. Roberts
Dr. Richard A. Rosen
Ms工eila 」oy Rosenthai
Dr. Angeia Valenziano Ross
Dr. Michael A. Rubin
Dr. Mitche= V. Sabbagh
Dr. Gregory W. Sanford
Catherine FrankI Sarkis′ Esq.
Dr. Robert G. Sayior
Mrs. 」oan B. Schiider
Dr. Dougias S. Schildhaus
SDM Class of1990
Dr. 」ohn 」。 Sexton
Drs. Amir O. and Shahrzad
Shahbaz an
Dr. 」ohn P. Smith, Southem
Arizona Endodontics
Mr, RichardA and Marcia
Mitcheii Soden
Dr. Richard 」. Sorbera
SS White Burs inc.
Dr, Hema K. Stailard
Dr. Alfredo E. Tendier
Dr. 」ames N, Thiel
Dr. Thomas and Mrs.
Barbara Van Dyke
Dr. Roger」. Wise
Dr. Kent H. Wyatt,
Endodontic Speciaiists
Dr. Hideo Yamamoto
Dr. Yueh-Liang Yang, Ocean
West Dentai Group
Dr. HenryC.Yu
Dr」ason M. Zeim
$与0-$999
Dr. Shadi Abedin
Dr. D. Wayne Acheson
Dr. Monica Elena AIcaide
Acosta
ADMi
Advanced Dentai
丁echnoIogies Inc.
Dr. Adeia Agoiii
Dr. EdgarAib
Dr. Carmen M. Aicala-
Vigoreaux, Allen Brook
Comprehensive Dental,
Dr. Ghyath Alkha白i
Dr. Paul B.Aiper
Dr. Rosario Aivarez′ Alvarez
Dentai Group
Dr. Saiomon Amar
Dr, Christine M. Ambrose
Dr・ 」osephine Ann Amigo
Dr. Konstantin Amirzadov
Dr. 」ose Gilberto ArciniegaS
Dr. Ronen Armin
Dr- Fereidoon Atta「zadeh
Dr. David Auerbach
D「. LIoyd B. Austin
Dr・ 」asvinder Singh Badwaiz,
Pearl Family Dentistry
Dr. Adriana Baiz
Dr Bruce B. Baker
Dr. Ariei Baies-Kogan
Drs. 」onathan S. Bamel and
Monique Mabry
Dr. 」effrey E. Bang
Dr. Neetu Bansal
Dr. Shant 」ohn Baran,
Centrai Mass Orai Surgery
Dr. 」ohn B. Bassett
Dr. Paul R. Bianchi
Bicon Dental lmpiants
Dr. Barry S. Biank
Dr. Andra M. Boak
Dr.」oseph R. Boiogna
Dr. Donald F, Booth
Boston University
Orthodontic Alumni
Association
Dr. W帖am L. Bourassa
Dr, Wiiiiam Marc Bowers
Dr. Daniei C. Braasch
Mr. Douglas Brajcich
Mrs| Kimberley Branca
面$鯛十干
丁he Ciass of20「1 has set an ali-time donor record and
an unprecedented standard of phiianthropic support
for current and future BU students, Your GSDM Aiumni
Association is proud of your accomp=shment and happy
to weicome you into the aiumni community"
Dr' Sravan Kumar Abbaraju
Dr. Nitin Agrawal
Dr. Eyad Michail Aldara
Dr, Hamed M. S. Alenezi
Dr. Paula Ancelson
Dr. Alexandra Antonescu
Dr. Hossein Aram
Dr. A白Mahin Arastu
Dr. Miche=e Kathryn Ardzinski
Dr. Ahmed Arslan
Dr. Siddharth Bansai
Dr. Vinay Kumar Reddy Battula
Dr. Elizabeth Garrett Benz
Dr. Shama Sarah Bernkrant
Dr. Rakesh Matulal Bhatt
Dr. Bushra Bhatti
Dr. Robert L. Bowllng
Dr. Courtney Lym Brady
Dr. 」oshua Bratt
Dr. Bemhard Heinrich Bringewald
Dr. Lindsay Bruneau
Dr ChriStOPher Canizares
Dr| Zachary Cargill
Dr・ Christopher Cassidy
Dr. Vijaya Laxmi Cheethirala
Dr. Yang-San Chen
Dr. Srikanth Cherukadu Vasalaa
Dr. Sophia Chou
Dr. 」ustin Michaei Cifuni
Dr. 」effrey Paul Clark
Dr. Alicia Dawn Cook
Dr・ Savio 」oseph D, Cruz
Dr, Ty Eriks
Dr. Margarita Galvez
Dr. Rachel Gandler
Dr. Danny Michael Gennaoui
D「. Christopher Gi=ette
Dr. George Gotsiridze
Dr. Arshan Haghi
Dr. Hanny Hamoui
Dr. Andrea Herold
Dr. Maria Ciara Honrado
Dr. 」ang-Won Huh
Dr. Brenda Huynh
Dr. Serena Deena 」acob
Dr. Monica 」oiiy
Dr. Uros 」ovovic
Dr・ Manjeera Kadiyala
Dr. Amir K souha
Dr. Harsimran Kaur
Dr. Adeel Khan
Dr. Pameet Khokhar
Dr. Kennie Kwok
Dr. Alexey Latsiinik
D . Karen Yee Kay Liang
Dr. Miranda 」anine Lucht
Dr. Spaska Lachezarova Malaric
Dr. 」ames Martin
Dr. 」ohn McFariane
Dr. Matthew Meador
Dr、 Vaideh=itendra Mehta
Dr. M hogany M=es
Dr. Lizania Montero
Dr. Kyong Hwa M0On
Dr.Gulia Muca
Dr. Corina Elena Estevez Muleiro
Dr. Muneet Kaur Nanda
Dr. Trevor Calvin Neal
Dr. Peter Nguyen
Dr. Tatiana Novas
Dr. Rita Ngozi Okugbaye
Dr. Mayank Pahwa
Dr. L uren Nicole Palmer
Dr. Sreenivasulu Panguluri
Dr. Kunha Park
Dr. Heather Parsons
Dr. Ankit Patel
Dr. Arpita Patel
Dr. Dhaga  Bharatkumar Patel
Dr. Viral Dharamshibhai Patel
Dr. 」amlly F. Pedro
Dr Kavitha Pingaii
Dr. Neema Pokhrei
Dr. Rekha Rethiyamma
Dr. Matthew Rhee
Dr. Michael Daniel Richier
Dr. Kathleen RIgden
Dr. Miguel Roca
Dr. Matthew Rossen
Dr・ Ramanpreet Singh Salu」a
Dr. Swetha Reddy Sama
Dr. Aliesha Shaw
Dr・ 」iangyun Sheng
Dr. Paras Shrestha
Dr. Henry Wing Hong Shum
Dr. Hi=ary Sivik
Dr. 」ames Smith
Dr. Susan Katherine Snyder
Dr. Soorya Srinivasan
Dr. Boris Stein
Dr. Nisha Sundaragopal
Dr. Tadeu Szpoganicz
Dr. EmilyTaing
Dr. Toshar Tane」a
Dr. An= Tejani
Dr. Stephanie Lise Trahan
Dr. Ma「av Trivedi
Dr. Vanessa Valdez
Dr, Vivian Vaidez
Dr. Alex Oleg Vasserman
Dr. Sireesha Nageswara Rao
Ve ranki
Dr. Harichandana Vemireddy
Dr. Deepa Vyas
Dr. Bradley Woiand
Dr. Eugenia You Yea Yang
Dr. Leiia Zamani
Dr. Marita Zguri
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Dr. Myra 」. Breman
Dr. Aian H. Bresaiier
Brook=ne Endodontics
Association
Dr. Howard David Brooks,
Brooks Dental, P.C.
Dr. Louis Mayer Brown
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bunnen
Dr. Martha上Bustiilo
Dr. Gregory Caldwe=
Dr. Mariiyn F. Canis
Dr, Maria Eiizabeth Cardenas
De Carriilo
Dr. Renato A. Ca「pinito
Dr. Eiien Phyi=s Carter
Dr. Timothy Paui Carter
Dr. Lisa Carvalho
Dr. Frank P. Casarella
Mr. 」ohn L. Catania
Dr. 」oseph R. Cave
Dr. Dora Chan
Dr. Paui Chapnick
Dr. Radhika Chawia
Dr, Wendy R. Cheney
Dr. 」emy Chong
Dr. Russei K. Christensen, Las
Vegas Endodontics
Dr 」aeYonChung
Dr. Carmine Colarusso,
Central Mass Oral &
Maxiilofaciai Surgery
Dr. Douglas W. Conn
Dr. Frederick F. Courtney 」r.
Dr. Neide MacHado Coutinho
Creative Dental EnterpriSeS lnc,
Creative Denta=mages inc.
Dr. Roger T. Czamecki
Dr. AmirArsaian Dadkhah
Dr. Richard M. Dannenbaum
Dr, Rares N. Deca
Dr. Mehrdad Dehpanah
Dental Experts LLC
Dr. lndi「a Desai
Dr. Kimberiy A. Desena
Dr. 」ames F. Devanney
Dr, David C. DiBenedetto
Dr. E=zabeth DiBona
Dr. Victor S. Dietz
D . LynseyT, Doan
Dr. Michaei Doe
Donato Dentai PLLC
Dr. David F. Donohoe
Dr. Arvi Duka
Dr. 」oei L. Dunsky
Dr. 」ames H. Dyen
Dr. Nancy R. Ekelman
Elmwood Sports Center lnc.
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Engel
D . Kristi E. Erickson
Dr. Tomohiro Ezaki
Dr, Michael A. Fabio, Besner,
F bio & Bramwe= Dental
Assoc. Ltd.
Dr, Mohammed Khaiii Fahmi
Dr. Stephen 」ames Faico 」r"
Dr.Wi=iam S. Fa‖a
Dr. Robert 」. Fa「bman
Dr. Paul S. Farsai
Dr. Daniei B. Feit
Dr. Do ald L, Feidman
Dr, Arthur L. Feigar
Fenway Community Heaith
Center
Dr. Thomas A. Feriito
Dr Mark S. Ferriero
Dr. Cami Ferris-Wong
D . Arthur Fertman
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur H.
Fierman
Dr. CraigW. Fischer
Dr. Kari A. Flanzer
Dr. Andrea M. Fraser
Dr, How rd L. Friedman
Dr. Gienn M. Fujinaka
Dr. Carmen Garcia
Dr. Francisco 」avier Garcia
Dr. Manuei Garcia
Mr. Mario Gatti
Dr. Paul Genasci
Mr. Richard L. George
Dr. Shahnaz Gharib
D「. Ghazwan F. Ghazi
Mrs, Emestine Gianeily
Mrs. 」udy Brooks Gibbs
Dr. Thomas G川en
Dr. Richard C. GiliiS
Dr. Douaa M. Girgis
Dr. Gurkan Goktug
Dr, Barry」. Goldberg
Dr. Michael Aian Goldman
Dr. Dario Enrique Gonzalez
Arria
Dr. Marie Gosse=n
Dr。 Bruce l. Greenstein
D「. 」effery 」. Grossman
Dr. Stephen H. Grossman
Dr. C. Steven Guirich
Dr. Tina Gupta
Drs. SergiO Guzman and
Caroiina Mujica
Dr. Sam」. Halabo
Dr. Katherine A. Haltom
Dr. Raiph E. Harris町Drs"
H rris and Gamb用, P.A.
Dr. 」ohn L. Hayes
Dr. Philiip W. Head
Dr. Michaei 」. Hechtkopf
Dr. Miche11e Henshaw
Dr. Marc L. Hertzberg
Dr. Marc Hertzberg, State
Endodontics
Mrs. Shirley F. Himmeifarb
Dr. Muneki Hirayama
HMC Dental Handpiece
Repalr lnc.
Dr. Nic0le D. Hoang
Dr. 」ayT, Hodge
Dr. Seymour Hoffman
Dr. Neii S. Homung
Dr. S ott T. Homung,
W=mlngtOn Famiiy Denta
Dr. Chi-Chen Hsu
Dr. Tzyy-」ou George Huang
D . Zhiqiang Huang
Hu-Friedy Mfg, Co., inc.
Dr. 」ack N. Hyep
Dr. 」ohn ictech-Cassis
Dr. Michaei B. imberman
Dr. Sheldon ltzkowitz,
Attleboro Periodontics &
impiantoIogy
ivociar Vivadent lnc.
Dr. Kathryn D. 」endrasik-
Savitsky
Dr. T run 」hamb
」ohnson &」ohnson
Dr, Guenter」. 」onke
Dr. Brian M. Kabceneii
Dr. Kumiko Kamachi
Dr. Z chary U. Kano
Dr. Richard H. Karr
Dr. Douglas 」. Katz
Dr. Thenia Kazou
Dr. George L. Keieher
Dr. Barry Kennedy
Dr. Ryota Kikuchi
Dr. Bemard Kim
Miss 」ennifer M. Kim
Dr」oan Harwood Kimbail
Dr. Kir用Kiimashov
Dr. 」ames L, Kloss
Dr. Dwayne Kowalchuk
Dr. Aivin Arlen Krakow
Dr. K rl Krause′ Catsk=i Orai
Surgery PC
Dr. 」ackT. Krauser
Kuraray America lnc.
Dr. Thenia Kazou
Dr. Iman Saad Labib
Dr. Liudmila Labrada
Dr. Chris 」. Lampert, Portiand
Endodontic Group, PC
Dr. Frederick S. Landy
Dr. Wiiiiam F. Lane
Dr. Aian M. Levine
Dr. Roderick W. Lewin
l旬ul Singha/ D朋D O6 D購Singhots privote practice,
Oro川eolth Services, is ‘ocafed高SL Bernard Hosp融I &
HeoIth Core Center /n Chicago. /申our yeors, Dr: Singhal
hos grown加s proctice from three ro moIe than 72 /oc訪ons
。nd remoins dediccIted to treoting C鮎cogo:s underserved
chi/dren 。nd佃miIies cmd empowering them to ioke churge
Of their oro用ea/fh. He joins GSDMt APEX Progrom as one
Of our newest me面ors,
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privo[e proctice /n Bmi而ree′ Mossachusetfs. Dr: Morrow‘s 20-yeOr reu面on
wiII be celebrated t杭s y ar dur高g A砧m面Weekend (October 28-3の・
Dr. Ronaid Wiiiiam Lippitt
Dr. Stuart Andrew Liss
Dr. Weldon S. LIoyd
Dr, Benjamin F. Locke, 」r.
Dr. Miranda Lucht
Dr. Steven 」, Marceilo
Dr. 」ay Marlin, Worcester
Endodontics, PC
Dr. 」ohn Marshaii, Dentai
Surgeons of Fail River PC
Dr. Nikta Marvdashti
Dr. E=iott D. Maser
Massachusetts Dental Society
Dr. Mercedes Eiena Mata Mejias
Dr, Michael Matzkin
Dr. Marci Christine Mazzuca
Ms. Stacey L. McNamee
McNe= PPC, lnc.
Dr. MiChaei E. McQueen
Dr. Suzanne R. Megenity
Dr. Gigi Meinecke
Dr. Marc A. Meiseiman
Mr, Derek Charies Metzger
Dr, 」onathan E. Michelsohn
Dr. B「ian H. M川er
Dr. S. Murray Mi‖er
Dr. Metodi M=ushev
Dr, Syivan S. Mintz
Dr. Mayumi Onoe Miyamoto
Dr. Anthony Maroun Moawad
Dr. M. E. Mobersherat′
Omnidentix
Dr. Thomas 」. Mone
Dr. Adebola Mooney′ Litchfield
Hi‖s Fam申y Dentai Practice
Dr. Prithvi Raj Krishna Moorthi
Dr. Daniei Moran
Dr. Robert 」. Moreau, Pediatric
Dentai Center of Mansfield, PC
Dr. Peter A. Morgan
Dr. Robert S. Morrison
Dr. Maria Auxiiiadora Moser
Mr. and Mrs. Brian D.
Musselman
Dri Sanford Nadelstein
Drs. Martin Craig Nager and
Denise Shapiro
Dr, Donato Napoletano
Dr. 」ennifer Litton Navasero
Dr. Linda P. Nelson
Dr. Frankiin D. Niver
Dr, David A. Nobie
Northeastem Society of
Orthodontists
Dr. Sepideh Fouladi Novid
Dr. Rita Ngozi Okugbaye
Dr. Tara Van Orden
The P&G Company
Pacific Dental Group LLC
Dr. Debra Hong Pan
Paquette Famiiy Dental Group, PC
Dr, David W. Parent
Dr, Young Chan Park
Dr. Ketankumar Bhaskarbhai
Patel
Dr, Kiran Maganial Patei
Patterson Companies lnc.
Dr. Stuart B. Pechter
Dr. Christopher Pedoreiia
Dr. 」amliy F. Pedro
Dr. Christopher M. Peliegrino
Dr. Timothy Penberthy,
Northwest Endodontics, PC
Dr. Mark Pemokas, Advanced
Dentai Associates
Dr. Howard V. Peskin
Dr. 」anet R. Peters
Dr, Farshad Pezeshki
Dr. Christian A. Pham
Dr. RogerAian Phiiiips
Dr. Dennis L. Pipher
Dr. George W. Pirie
Dr. Loubna Chehab Pla
Pleasant Fam申y Denta上PC
D「. Adriana Corina Poieo
Dr, Lon Matthew Poiverari
Dr. Ernest F. Powers
Progressive Endodontics of
Greece
Proviser Financiai LLC
Dr. Kadambari Dhana Rawal
Dr. Terry 」. Rebizant
Dr. David M. Reeves
Dr. Kathieen Rigden
Dr. Maria Rios
Dr. Darron R, Rishwain
Dr・ Richard 」. Risinger
Dr. 」ames D. Ritzenthaier
Dr. Philitps W. Robbins
Dr. Michaei W. Roberts
Dr, Ciyde M, Robinson
Dr. Victoria Ann Rothman
RSC insurance Brokerage inc.
Dr. Tanios M. Rubeiz
Dr. Robert Paul Rubins
Dr.」ayY. Rudo
Dr. Spiro S, Saati
Dr. Parviz Sadooghi
Dr. Richard D. Saizmann
Dr. Muhenad Samaan
Dr. Ashkan Samadzadeh
Dr. Eugene S. Sandier
Dr. 」ose A Sapia
Dr. Domenic M. Savo Sardaro
Dr. Ramzi Sarkis
Dr. Taiia Schechter
Dr. Frank Edwin Schiano
Schick TechnoiogieS inc.
Mr. Danie=. Schloss
Dr. Meivyn S. Schwarz
Dr. Alexis A. Senhoizi
Dr. Yuri Shamritsky,
Northshore Endodontics
Dr. Steven Shapiro
Dr. Norman 」. Shepherd
Shofu Dental Corporation
Dr. Paras Shrestha
Dr・ Sein Hsiang Siao
Dr. Morton上Sommer
Dr. Young Son
Southem-Dental lndustries, inc,
Dr. Amold W. Spoozak
Dr. Robert M. Stem
Dr. Michael G. Stevens
Dr. Dougias W. Stewart
Straumann U.S,A.
Dr. Andrew Stubbs
Miss 」acyn Stuitz
Dr. MengSu
Dr. Shervin Tabeshfar
Dr. Harvey上Taub
Dr. Paui E,丁esone
Dr。 Warren R. Tessler
Dr. Shaiiaja Thaker
Dr. Satyanarayanan T.
Thirumaiai
Dr, Sheena ltty Thomas
Dr. Dewey」. Tiberii
Dr. Dorothy A. Tiber=
Dr, Stephanie Lise Trahan
D . NhungThi Tran
丁riodent Company
Dr. Maura O’Ne川Tuso
Dr. Cheryl L. Uiiman, Southem
Vermont Endodontics
U tradent Products, lnc.
United Way of San Diego
County
Dr. Mehmet llhan Uzei
Dr. Arjang Vahidnia
Dr. Mari  Francesca Vaientino
Dr. Antonio Varela
Dr. Therese Venedikian
Dr. 」uiie Sonia Vigneault
Dr. Sanjeevan Virk
Dr. Victor Wagner
Dr. Paui D. Waliace
Dr. 」essica Dispena Walter
Dr. Matthew Terrance Waiton
Dr・ Staniey Yinghsin Wang,
C cord Endodontics PC
Dr. 」ason A. Wark
Dr・ 」o l E, Wasley
Ms. Caroiyn 」. We回e「
Dr. Valdemar Weiz
Whip Mix Corporation
Dr. Lisa Sue White-Paui
Dr. Toby S. Wiison
Dr. Eiahe Peyghambarian
Wissinger, E-Dental
Solutions PLLC
Dr. Bradley Woiand
Dr. Steven A. Wolman
Dr. De rick B. Wong
Dr, 」ackXu
Dr. Cynthia Yee
Dr. Marita Zguri
Dr. 」onathan S. Zucker
$49 and beIow
Dr" Sravan Kumar Abbara」u
Dr. Nitin Agrawal
Dr. 」oseph Akhikar, Advance
Dental Group lnc.
Dr。 Eyad Michaii Aldara
Dr. Hamed M, S. Aienezi
Dr, Pauia Anceison
Dr. Aiexandra Antonescu
Dr. Hossein Aram
Dr. Ali Mahin Arastu
Dr. Miche=e Kathryn Ardzinski
Dr. Ahmed Arsian
Dr. Siddharth Bansai
Dr. Vinay Kumar Reddy
Battula
Dr,」ohnA. Beai
Dr. Eiizabeth Garrett Benz
Dr, Shanna Sarah Be「nkrant
D「. Rakesh Matulei Bhatt
Dr. Bush「a Bhatti
Dr. Herbert S. Bimbaum
Dr. Frank Edmund Bomer」r,
Dr" Robert L. Bowiing
Dr. Courtney Lynn Brady
Dr. 」oshua Bratt
Dr. Lindsay Bruneau
Dr. Christopher Canizares
Dr. Zachary Carglli
Dr. Christopher Cassidy
Dr. M ureen Cataude=a
Dr. Santo S, Cataude=a
Dr. Vijaya Laxmi Cheethirala
Dr, Yang-San Chen
Dr. Srikanth Cherukadu
Vasaiaa
Dr. Sophia Chou
Dr. 」ustin Michaei Cifuni
Dr. 」effrey Paui Ciark
Dr. Aiicia Dawn Cook
Dr. Savi○ ○oseph D. Cruz
Dr. CuongPhuc Do
Ms. Diane K. Eiiis
Dr. Ty Eriks
Dr. Margarita Gaivez
Dr. Rache「 Gandler
Dr. Danny Michael Gemaoui
Dr. Christopher Giiiette
Dr. Geo ge Gotsiridze
Dr. Arshan Haghi
Dr. Hamy Hamoui
Dr. Rutsie A. Hemandez
Dr, Andrea Herold
Dr, Gary S. Hoffman
Dr. Maria Clara Honrado
Dr. 」ang-Won Huh
Dr. Brenda Huynh
Dr. Serena Deena 」acob
Dr. Monica 」olly
Dr. Uros 」ovovic
Dr. Manjeera Kadiyala
Dr. Gerald B. Kapian
Dr. Amir Kasouha
Dr. Harsimran Kaur
Ms. Mary L. Keiierman
Dr. Adee「 Khan
Dr. Pameet Khokhar
Dr. Kennie Kwok
Dr. Aiexey Latsilnik
Dr. Karen Yee Kay Liang
Ms. Kathy M. Lituri
Dr. Amir M. Mahoozi
Dr. Spaska Lachezarova
Malari
Dr. 」ames Martin
Dr. 」ennifer L. McCormack
Dr. 」ohn McFarlane
Dr, Matthew Meador
Dr. Vaideh=itendra Mehta
Dr, Mahogany M吊es
Dr. Lizania Montero
Dr. Kyo g Hwa Moon
Ms. Kira Katherine Mooney
Dr, Gu「ia Muca
Dr. Corina Eiena Estevez
Muieiro
Dr. Muneet Kaur Nanda
Dr. Trevor Caivin Neai
Dr. Peter Nguyen
Dr. Tatiana Novas
Dr. Mayank Pahwa
Dr. Lauren Nicoie Paimer
Dr. S eenivasulu Panguiuri
Dr. Kunha Park
Dr. Heather Parsons
Dr. Ankit Patel
Dr. Arpita Patei
Dr. Dhagash Bharatkumar
Patel
Dr. Virai Dharamshibhai Patei
Dr. K vitha Pingali
Dr, Neema Pokhrel
Dr. Sree」. Raman
Dr. Rekha Rethiyamma
Dr. Matthew Rhee
Dr. Michael Daniei Richler
Dr, Miguel Roca
Dr. Matthew Rossen
Dr. Ramanpreet Singh Salu」a
Dr. Swetha Reddy Sama
Dr. Aiiesha Shaw
Dr. 」iangyun Sheng
Dr. Lyudmila Shnayder
Dr・ Henry Wing Hong Shum
Dr. Adina Simone
Dr. H紺ary Sivik
Dr. 」ames Smith
Dr. Susan Katherine Snyder
Dr. Soorya Srinivasan
Dr. Boris Stein
Nisha Sundaragopal
丁adeu Szpoganicz
Emiiy Taing
Dr, Toshar Tane」a
Dr. E. Michaei Tarazi
Dr. Anii Tejani
Dr. E. Michaei Thomas,
Abington Fam申y Dentai
Care′ lnc.
Dr. Maiav Trivedi
Dr. Vanessa Va「dez
Dr. Vivian Valdez
Dr. Aiex Oleg Vasserman
Dr. Sireesha Nageswara Rao
Veeranki
Dr. Harichandana Vemireddy
Dr. Ofeli  V. Viiianueva
Dr. Deepa Vyas
Dr. Sean Timothy W用cutts
Dr. Eugenia You Yea Yang
Dr.」oy H.Yoo
Dr. Le=a Zamani
We are piaming a yearlong ceIebration to
begin in 」anuary of20「3 and wi11 be sharing
the details with you soon" Ifyou have any
Photographs or historicaI documents that
you wouid like to share, Piease ema= or maii
them tothe address beiow. We are happyto
SCan materiaIs and retum them to you safeiy;
Simpiy inc看ude a note requesting a retum,
EmaiI scamed documents to:
becottem@bu。edu
Maii originals to: Mary Becotte
Director of Communications and Extemal
ReIations
72 East Concord Street, B-303
Boston′ MA O2118
Cali with questions: 617-638"5147
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Stay量ng Comected to GSDM
●
⇒獲betmanypeop獲edon-tk醐軸看a輔弼梅田Ma看um! 1n 1976, i graduated f「om
the Master′s in Science Program in Dentai Public Health under the leadership of
D「. Anthony 」ong, Bu=hat′s not my on看y connection to BU" Both of my da=ghters
graduated from the CoIIege of Commu=ication and my husband graduated from
the Executive MBA Program at BU′s Schooi of Management" Before moving back
to my hometown of Miam=n 2008, l was the director of the Appiied Professional
Experience (APEX) and Extemship Programs at GSDM・ Weare a BU fam時Grateful
fo「 what we have received, We feel a sense of responsib=ity to support BU・
Beingconnected tothe Schooi has been an important part of my iife
since leaving GSDM, Thanks to the lntemet, Facebook, and emaiL
I can keep up to date and informed ofthe activities and changes
taking pIace there" With much interest, i have fo=owed the tremen-
dous growth and innovation taking place at the Dentai Schoo=n
just a shorttime underthe leadership of Dean Hutte「・ He has dem-
onstrated great vision, determination, and respect′ and has created
transparency throughout his administration" l am impressed with
how much he hasaccompiished asdean and howmuch more he
and the facuity have plamed forthe future" it is an excitingtimeto
be a part of this wo「ld-CIass institution"
Writing The Lost Word brings back some wonderfuI memories of
my professionai冊e at the Schoo上i feit fortunate to watch as st=-
dents gained confidence and competence through both the APEX
and Extemship Programs- 1 felta senseofpride intheiraccomp"sh-
ments, and this was one of my g「eatest rewards"
弼adalyn Mann MDP 76
Many students wouId come to our office to taik abou川fe after School′ SOme With
trepidation, many With excitement. Those conversations we「e most memorable for
me and didn′t stop when ourstudents graduated; We WOuid continueto hearf「om our
aiumni 5, 10, and 20 years afterthey′d leftthe Schoo上Whetherour paths crossed at
the Yankee Dentai Congress, through their participation as preceptors in the APEX or
Extemship Programs, O「 at alumni events, We WOuid hear about theirgrowlng fam主
iies and the success oftheir dentai practices" Aii of these interactions heiped us to
stay comected to our alumn廿ostering p「ofessional relationships with students and
alumni continuesto be an important part of GSDM′s mission"
i have neverforgotten how important GSDM was for me du「ing myt「aining and in my
career, As a way ofgiving back, l have pledged to voiunteer my time to heip GSDM
reconnect with our aiumn=n South FIorida,川ope to visit their dentaI practices, hear
about their professionaI lives, and build a strong aIumni community here' There is
muchtodo′ and l cannotthinkofagreater purpose inwhichto beengaged・田
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丁HANKS TO PLANNED
GIVING DONORS′
BOS丁ON UNlVERSi丁Y’s
HENRY M, GOLDMAN
SCHOOL OF DEN丁AL
MEDiCINE CAN二
PrOVide cutting-edge
technology to our students
SuPPOrt mOre tranSiationai
research
SerVe its patients-and
the worId-mOre effectiveiy
丁he Boston University Plamed Givingteam can help you create a
Ph南nthropic strategy that fits your unique interests and financial situation.
Once you know a旧he possibiiities, yOU may discoverthat
you can have a greater impact than you ever imagined.
Ready to sta「t the conversation? We want to hearfrom you.
Call us at 800-645-2347 or visit www"bu"edu/fopg,
Boston University Henry M, Goidman
School of Dentai Medicine
Boston University Henry M, Goldman
Schooi of Dental Medicine
72 E. Concord Street′ B-303C
Boston, Massachusetts O21「8
http://denta看schoo上bu.edu
See photos of your
ciassmates at recent
events and even watch
Students expIore CentraI
American 」ungies
as they treat the
underserved,
NONPROFiT
U,S. POS丁AGE
PAiD
BOS丁ON, MA
PERMIT NO. 1839
Ask questions,
reconnect with othe「
alums, and find
your next associate
online,
Join the GSDM online co皿munity!
田
facebook。COm/budental@budenta漢
軸圃普請
youtube。COm/bugsdm
yei p主さ
(search the schoo看name)
朗萱電離印
f看ickr.com/bu_dental
